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SURVIVATISTS' GODE OF GONDUGT
Abide

1.
p.v, a1o. support, the raw of the rand. Fight unjust regisration (existing
or
proposed) only by constitutional means.
2. Respect the Country Code.
3.T-o acquire skills of benefit to ourselves and others (First Aid,
Self Defence, Civil
Defence, etc') and be willing to be of service to the p,joii.ln .6noitio.'i
of
4. To practice 'minimum impact'Survival Training
iie toleure no trace trr"t".i-,"ig"n"v.
vor"6rve been
in an area, by litter or damage to vegetation).
5. To respect all life, and to take life only in necessity.
6. To explain the philosophies and techniques of survival to any member
of the public
showing interest.
7. To give aid and support to fellow Survivalists.
8' As an.individual yo.Y.cSrly the responsibility for the good image
of the entire movement.
Do nothing to give British Survivalism a bad name

t
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TEVE HarraP has had

5;Jj:d:,f;'flffi;,;of

arts and the style

unarmed-combat taught to
the Royal Marine Commandos. Steve is one of the few

martial artists that I have

met who can truthfullY
admit to having survived

several life and death encounters in the street. Steve
has recently agreed to do a
series of teaching seminars
for SWAT. He also agreed
to this interview so that

readers could get
kow the rman behlnd

to
the

techniques.
Edward Black: Steve, could
you give the readers some
idea of your background?
Steve Harrap: Well, I was
born in Manchester in L961.
At the age of 14 I started

doing

a Kung Fu

stYle

which translates to 'White
Eyebrow'. I did this for
about L8 months but gradings really were not forthcoming. The self-defence
was efficient but the in-

structor was

blas6 as quite
instructors are.

From there

somewhat

I

a lPt

of

dabbled

around with a frew karate
styles, until the age. of 76

when

I

joined the

RoYal

Marines. That ws in 1977,
so I have done 14 years in
the Marines, where I have
attained the rank of

and death'
Steae Harrap; master of the traditional and applied martial arts and a surairsor of life
street encounters.

An interview with Steve HarruP,
Royal Marine Commando instructor at the
Lympstone Commando School, Martial Artist and
one of the partners in the Civilian Training School,
"Commando Skills"

sergeant.

During my time in the

Corps

things that are all Part of
basic training: boxing, Judo,

unarmed combat, |apanese
style karate, ju-]itsu, fqli
Escrima, before' eventually
settling down with Korean
TaeKwonDo for the last five
years. I am a first Dan grade
in both ITF and WTF TaekwonDo. However, I have
come to realise that it is
unarmed-combat that is the
primary form of martial art

it is this that I have
come to enjoy the most.

and

By Edward Black

I have done various

S.H.: I think at the beginning, when the martial arts

'I-Jnarmed-combat is PurelY an
applied T| where the end

rdsult is the immobilisation
of the opponent'

E.B.: So how many Years varieties of the martial arts
have you studied the mar- have created differences in
the finishing techniques.
tial arts?
These are competitive
S.H.: About L5 years.
E.B.: What do You think sports. For example, in the
the maior differences are WTF style, there is no Punbetween unarmed-combat ching to the face, no
kneeing and you are not
and the martial arts?
Page 4

allowed to hit somebodY

when he is on the ground.
were first formed, there So the street effectiveness
were no differences.s of this particular style is
However, now the sPorting somewhat diminished - to

the point of being a farce at
one time or another.
Unarmed-combat is Purely an applied art, where the
end-reiult should alwaYs be
the immobilisation of the
opponent or, in the military

sfyle system, the killing of

Survival WeaponrY and Techniques

the opponent. This was the
original idea of the
unarmed-combat systems.

E.B.: can you tell the readers something abotrt thE
unarmed-combat taught to
the commandos?
S.H. : The unarmed-combat
in the Marines is based on a
system devised by Colonel
Fairburn and Maior SYkes
in the 7940's, Prior to
commando forces being
formed. The Sykes-Faiiburrr
system was originallY
tiught to the operators of
Special Operations Executive: the secret agents who
were tasked with sabotage
and raising revolt in EuroPe
and the Far East during
WWII.

Please mention Survival WeaPonry

in the
of the Chinese systems taught to the Hong
TheY"Urrere versed

skitrls

Kong pqlice as well as the
]apanese systems such as
Ju-]itsu and Akido,
They were slightly eccentric chaps but, like most
eccentrics, the time came
when they were useful.
When the Commandos
were formed at Achnacarry
(the "WWII Commando
Training School) their
knowlbdge of martial-arts
was formed into a syllabus
to :tegqh student soldiers
commando skills and aimed
at killing German and japanese soldiers during commando operations.
The Fairburn-Sykes system"'i3', still taught today,

with vtiry little change,

which is a shame when you
consider that we are now 50
years on.

E.B.: What are the main
ingredients of the FairburnSykes-Sjillabus?

The syllabus is divided into
15-18 40-minute periods to

with a basic man who has
give the basic recruit the never done any martial arts,
ability to defend himself whether it be boxing, Judo,
and also overcome an Karate or whatever, he is
enemy in an unarmed situa- less likely to pick up the
tion. My particular opinion techniques in your two-

of the unarmed syllabus in
the CgrP or that of another
elite unit such as the para's
is that it is one of the main
differences between a nor-

mal army regiment and

commando troops. When

week package. If he is used
to training in some combat
system then he will absorb

the techniques on

an

unarmed-combat course
more quickly and you can

get a lot more done. Of
course there are individuals

with true natural

ability

who do not require that,
but they are rare, as in
anything else.

E.B.: Do you think the
accomplished martial artist
is less likely or more likely
to get into fights?

S.H. Definitely less likely.
He will be able to evaluate

you join the Corp or
another elite unit, !o1r have
to pass the various tests

i
I

I

The

achieve a lot more scoring
points in the training hall
against a better opponent
than himself than by going
out and hurting somebody
who has not asked for it.
E.B.: What is your opinion
of the spiritual aspects of
the martial arts?
S.H.: Unfortunately I have
achieved Nirvana in meditation, although this was
not for the want of trying.

diffeiEnce. If you lose the
difference, then I believe
you are losing the identity
of that particular force.
E.B.: Why do you think a
person should involve
themselves in studying the
martial arts when they
could learn a two-week
pacliage of unarmedcombat techniques.
S.H.: Well there are reasons
both for and against doing
that. A good grounding in
the martial arts is of immense value when you
move on to unarmedcombat. When you start
and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

man who has trained
hard in 'a martial art will
achieve nothing by going
out and beating up some-

A good martial artist will

skills such as unarmedcombat: this is the main

I

nillie.

body who is not of the same
physical ability as himself.

that have been well publicised of late and also the

I

situations and, at the end of

the day, as I tell my students, he will have nothing
to prove. It is only inept
people and people who are
unsure of themselves who
are likely to go out on the
street and duff up grannies
and other people willie

The only state I

have

achieved which is of value
to me is the feeling of satisfaction and elation at the

end of a long training session. However, I do not
dispute that other people
probably achieve a lot more
October 1990
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Tedious bag-work and technique training deaelo7 accuracY

and power thus forming the
central core tf anY serious

martial

artlunarmed-combat

training program.

)

through meditation but unfortunately I am not caPable
of doing that at present.
E.B.: Do you think that
weight training has a Place
in a complete martial arts
training schedule?

S.H.: Ah, this is a good
question. There are some
people who reckon that
weight training will slow
you down. But then there

sle-d !Y 1n agglgssive indi- have to be- g.ood.at
t wSita have no ing yourself but if yog loo\
vidual.
achieved a large physique
hesitation whatsoever - in good, then.y.oY ul" likely to
prejudice,
and are still able to be very
"it."rn"
going to somebgdy'r aid. I get away with it. So rnaking
good martial artists, for ex- Americani siy.
Inir',ti that if there were eye-contact with people is
conI would not be too
imple Terry O'Neill of
*!ro feel the one of the most impgrtant
more people
I
damage
the
about
cerned
KUGB Shotokan, who is
'
maintain eyewithout doubt one of the would do to him; particu"lar- same *iy, - then there rules. If yqq
a potential
with
contact
violent
less
lot
i
be
superior martial artists in ly if somebody comes at would
do not
and
troublemaker,
y'ou
crime.
with a knift or another
this country. He has an
hlve
it
t!"1
off,
break
yo-u
anyrules
Do-youhave
nir
f,i*
Give
{""upo..
awesome physique but still
;"rt E.B.r

are many people who have

or a weapon, I have no

retains flexibility

des#rts and give him back for rnovihg through poten- communicated thelglsa that
his knife somewhere where tially danlgerous areas or you are nof afraid"d li*,
e"ql if yoy' a1e,, 1n fact'
he will not forget it. There is situitionsl

and

speed.

However, each individual to his own. I personally believe that a certain
amouht of weight training
definitety does no harm and
does increase stamina and

speed. However,

I like to

keep an overall fitness that
includes running, all sPorting activities and the martial arts. As a martial
artist I think that mY main

defend-

with
as the

option but to treat him

'One of the main ttrints you rff'f?; ft*rlfi rt:
are taught as a MarinE il
:ffii::,,'"Tt&""?:"#*;
rook at the area,,vhere
part
look
if
you
and
look
:-I".
';h; the

to

qHT*r

;l'*t'f" ;g*lf,ff##ii-*

;fli,.111*ffLr"*h..Fldi

training must come from

are
bag.work and actual techni- judged tiy iz than carried things that you are taug"ht :11" to him whereryou
altlck
, -. , ,,
by ?orr.'i But I would al- u, irr,r.ine- is to look fhe 8o:"9-1:que training.
E.B.: We appear to live in ,iuy", as I have done part and if you look the part E.B.,What'do Y9u thr'{1k are
to the most useful teihiiiques
an increasingly violent throughout my life, try to ih"., nobody is_-going
-they-do,
in a street encounter?" If
mess
with
ybr.
society which has laws that' avoid"trouble.'
S.H.:Well, that deperyls on
lbe
fully
aware
wilt
they
defend
you
presume to give its citizens E.B.: Would
total protection, allowing somebody e$6 who was they will have to take the the physique of'your ?ftr:ker-1"d9." your owifif9{
us the minimal defence of being attacked in the consequences.
-bf
The ,.compflf;
build.
are
if
you
Alteinatively,
'reasonable force'. What street?
are your 'rules of engage- S.H.: Absolutely. I believe going to walk around with which I am a director, !o*ment' for street encounters? that it's not jlst martial lorih"ud hung low, avoid- mando Skills, ;will always
S.H.: I must stress that I artists who should do this it g "y" contaJt, then you try to gi"9 - 3 client an
would aaoid an incident at all U"t people in general. must expect some peopl"e to appraisaf of his.individ}al
For
costs. However, if an indi- There' arb far too many try and'take advdntage of ttuir." ,tti strengthg':
3in
is
gry
if
,
5ft
example,
mlrine
old
an
turn
There's
will
yor.
who
today
out
of
vidual is going to go
6;pi"
he
stone)
t0
his way to damage ffie, ift"ii back o. u person who saying, 'bullshit baffles and weighs
perexpected
to
be
cannot
whether it be with his fists is suffering or ii being has- UrlinJi. You do not actually
Page 6
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86 HIGH STREET
REDCAR
CLEVELAND
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(0642) 4844111414041

Radar Clothing have been manufacturers of Camouflage and Breathable
Clothing for severalyears. Their range includes SAS Smoks, Breathable
Waterproofs, Bivi Bags, Para Smoks, Commando Jackets, and a new load
carrying Vest. All available in Camouflage at affordable prices.

PHONE FOR A FREE COLOURED CATALOGUE

T39.99 + E2 P&P
waterproof, breathable Jacket with fully taped seams.
Available in Camouflage or Olive Green.
The Jacket is sold extensively to Military personnel and is becoming an ideal
Jacket to all outdoor enthusiasts.
RADAR HYDRO.RAM CLASSIC JACKET
1OO%

Arsoavairabreis'"?i:l!:f,1:?13ifl:)'ffit'HlllitiJ8ifi"JJi'lJffi

i,i?i,1li

834.99 + tz P&P.
RADAR REGULAR ARMY SAS SMOK 849.99 + T2.50 P&P
Priced at

This Smok has been designed for Special Forces. The sleeve design gives total
freedom of movement, no restriction in any activity. There are three internal
pockets, four large bellowed pockets on the outside and one sleeve pocket,
reinforced elbows, two-way zip, storm cuffs.
Also available in original lightweight Gaberdine windproof at t74.99 +t2.50 P&P.

BIVI BAG HYDRO RAM T39.99 + T2 P&P
We have a new design in Bivi Bags, style 'B' Bivi Bag is extremely generous in
size with shaping at the sides for extra room. lt consists of a large kit
compartment keeping kit dry and clean giving comfort as a pillow once filled,
enabling the owner to sleep out of doors in allweather conditions.
Available in Camouflage and Olive Green.
We also stock our traditional Bivi Bag priced at t29.99 + eZ P&P.
Again available in Camouflage or Olive Green. The bags are completely
waterproof and breathable with taped seams.
is the ratest orrerins,.,",, *rdt3':fi""f*ilni,f.',[:,t,,t!'fi;Y;l
length sleeveless shellwith a number of pockets in various sizes. The Vest is
ideally made to carry whatever you wish and could be used for various activities.

rhis new vest

t49.99

+ tZ P&P. Available in Cami at present.
RADAR LINED LIGHTWEIGHTS 817.99 + T1.50 P&P.

Available from Radar at

Radar lined lightweight Trousers are suitable for walkers, workmen, and outdoor
enthusiasts. They are based on the British Army lightweight trousers in a
hardwearing polyester cotton fabric. They are windproof, fast drying,
hardwearing and extremely comfortable. Features include: Map pocket, back
'{' pocket, two double stitched front pockets. Available in Olive Green.
Also available, the camouflage lined trousers priced at

tl9.99

+ t1.50

RADAR MACHETE KNIFE T9.95 +

P&P.

P&P
The machete is an excellent heavy duty knife ideal for the survivalist. The 13"
blade is idealfor clearing undergrowth and the chopping of smalltrees or
firewood. The blade is made of carbon steel with a wooden handle which is
riveted on. The machete comes with its own sheath, complete with double
stitching and wide belt loop.
MENS SIZES
AVAILABTE
CHEST SIZES:

SMUMED/LGE/XLGE

WAIST SIZES:
From 28".40"

T2.OO

PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE
(0642) 484471t474041

ILAINB

86 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland TS1O 3DL
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form effective

head-kicks.

It's just impossible.
The size of the guy will be
relative to the range in
which he will work. If he's a
small chap, we advise him
to try and get close to his
opponent but if he's tall and
lanky, we advibe him to try
and stay outside and work
with his limbs as much as
possible.

I personally have my own
favourite techniques. I am a
great believer in using my
opponent's hair as an edge,

if it is worn long. I will

ladies in unarmed-combat. I
had a girl come to me when

I

was working for another
company. She lived in London and had been the vic-

are not going to work in the

street or, indeed, are not
going to work for your particular client. lf a woman
has got to fight a bloke in a

always go for neck

attacks, striking at the mas-

bloke in a rape situation, that

can easily become a matter
of life and death. She's got to

do it full-blood or not at all'

tim of three particularly vi-

toid muscles. And I will cious attacks.
She had spent quite a lot
always kick to my oppomoney on a six-week
of
nent's legs, if possible, in
an attempt to smash the self-defence course and, as
thigh muscles.

E.B.: What are

your
thoughts on women's selfdefence? Do you think the
traditional martial arts and
unarmed-combat should be
modified for women?
S.H.: That a good question.
I have taught a few women
in the classical martial arts
and trained a further ten
Page 8

Stretching exercises' dwelop

and permit the execution of fast

powerful techniques without
infliciing damage ony6"i,r own
.s-r'' '
muscles and joints.

'Ii a woman has got to fight a

always attack long hair and

I will

L

the body's natural flexibility

you know, self-defence can

be a contradiction in terms.
Finally, she came to me.
We didn't
'atparticularlY hit it

off but,

the end of the

d^y, she did saY she-

thought she was capable of
going out and looking after
herself. That must be the

ultimate aim of

these

courses and they must exclude the techniques that

rape situation, that can easi-

Iy become a matter of life
and death, she's got to do it
full-blood or not bother at
all and hope for the best.
So I believe that if you are
going to teach women
unarmed-combat, then you
must give them all the
necessary tools to do a fullblooded job. That's my
opinion on it.
E,B.: Steve, can you tell us
a little about the unarmedcombat that is taught bY
Commando Skills?
S.H.: Right. Most of the

Survival Weaponry and Techniques

techniques that we' teach
have been taken from'a full
range of martial arts:'Aikido, boxing, Thai-boxing, Iu|itsu, Karate, TaeKwonDo
and Kali-Escrima. Fhwevet, I always use the basic
framework of the Fai$urnSykes system bectsuse it is
simple and easy to apply. I
say to my students: 'Always remember KISS, Keep
It Simple Stupid."
The long convoluted rirartial arts syllabus arelfine, if
the student is prepared to
study for three-years,for his
black-belt. But after bnly sixmonths he is still nbt"caPable of looking after,,"himself. My opinion is that'the
student shoulffie taught.a
'

basic

unarmed-eetrnbat

course first, so that, the
novice can look after him or
herself out on the street. It

Please mention Survival Weaponry

Arklls

PERSONAL LOAD CARRYING EQUIPTYIENI

Mode to the highest stondords from the best moteriols ond components. We use Corduro, both OG ond DPM, polypropolene web
stro.ps ond Fostex hordwore. All pouches feotuie dioinoge eyelets
ond press studs for ioining -one pouch to onother for sto6ility. gelt
loops ore used throughout for oitochment to the belt.

The end'result of the unarmed-combat systems taught to the
military is the death of an enemy soldier. in contrastiunarmedcombat used

for

self-defence is aimed at immobilising an attacker.

Confidence, experience and training allows a practitioner to
control the situation and apply an aryropriate leael of force.

also serves as an excellent
introduction to the sophisticated .martial art systems,
where the techniques are
more refined.
The " unarmed-combat
taught by Commando Skills
is rough and ready; lf you
did trakr with us, expect to
get bashed about. However, at the end of the course
you will have learnt a good

all-round system that

is
street effective. An example
of this would be the techni-

ques taken from TaeKwonDo. Now, of course, this
martial art is famous for its

high kicks but, on

the

street, I would not use any
kicks above the waist. Thaiboxin'fl)txas some simple
and powerful kicks directed

at the thigh

muscles. A

good rule for the street is if
you are not good at a parti-

cular technique

-

leave it

alone. That is the Commando Skill's system.
E.B.: Steve, do you see the
*training

other
that Commando Skills teaches as an
extension of the martial

navigation and so on. This
is the package of skills that
are necessary for special
force soldiers. Occasionally,
we will be asked to string
together courses that consist of these various packages. Our organisation
offers a broad area of
expertise.

E.B.: Could you tell us a
little about the series of
teaching articles that you

are running

for

Suroiaal
Weaponry €t Techniques.

S.H.: I would hope to teach
people, in a stage by stage
system, a simple and effec-

tive form of

self-defence.

Not a system of martial arts

but a

system

of

self-"

defence, which for want of
a better word will be called
unarmed-combat. This will

be a

progressive system
that is easily applied, using
basic techniques of attack

and defence and range
work, together with some

basic 'rules of engagement'.

E.B.: Steve, thanks very
much for talking to us.
S.H.: Thank you.

arts?

S.H.: By 'martial' meaning

'military', yes.

Other

courses that we run for
clients include military

abseiling, survival skills,

Next month we start
the rough stuff .

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

REAR PoucH sET 3 pouches which press-stud together to form o compoct unit with
consideroble corrying copocity. The pouches ore lorge enough to toke o woterbottle ond
mug or smoll mess tin.
YOKE,Mode from heovy duty Terylene mesh. Feotures strops on shoulder for ottoching
rucksock.side pocket, slotted tobs ot lower bock for poncho, MBC kit or bivibog, ond DeE
rings on fronl for occessories ond securiiy lonyords. Attoches to belt with loops o-i bock ond
strops to Dee rings on ommo pouches of front.
coltlPoslrE BELI designed to toke oll ARKTIS PLCE kir. Comforroble & odiustoble.
Ainiio PoucHEs Dou6le or single, eoch toking g snao ,ogo.in.t. rott.n.iwith velcro
tl":!]_ryitlt slrop
Fostex buckle for odded securiiy. Deie rings oilop ottoch to yoke.
Lf-"f
-ond
i[OD SURYIVAL KNIFE
SHEATH mode from Corduro & plos'iic mesh.
ADDITIONAL IIEMS: RESPIRATOR POUCH Toilored to fit 56/5l0 respirotor by ihelf.
Con be worn on the belt, on ihe ihigh'or on the chest. secured with velcio tob foi ropid
occess. Filier con be siowed inside when threot is low. or mounted reody for use with ihe
flop folded ro fit. KNlFElcofllPAss PoucH con be worn on belr or shoulder srrop
(specify which). Feotures 2 pockets, one for lorge lockknife, the other for SILVA type
composs. Eyelet for securiiy lonyord. FFD PoucH Con be worn on belt or shoulder strop
(specify which). ldeol for FFD but wiil hold smoll items such os mini binoculors. RATION
POUCH 8" x4" x6" wide, I PINI WAITRBOTTLE which fits ommo/chest rig pouches,

349 POUCH.
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HE TRANSITION of
Zimbabwe to black
majority rule and the
,n of
of the Zimbabwe
creertion

National Army (ZNA),

under the Lancaster House
agreement in 1979, is a diplomatic success story. The
formation of the ZNA following independence came

do and two paratroop batta-

Anthony Tucker examines the
origins and history of the
Ztmbabwe National ArmY

43

MBTs (Soviet T-54 and Chi-

nese Ch T-59),

118

armoured cars (Brazilian
EE-9 Cascavel and French
AML-90 Eland) and 50
APCs (Ch Type-63 and
West German UR-416).

The Zimbabwe Air Force

(ZAF) remained 1,000
strong with 53 combat aircraft. Intelligence is pro-

with the peaceful

about

lions) equipped with

amalgarnation of Robert
Mugabe's Zimbabwe Afri-

can National Liberation
Army (ZANLA), |oshua

vided by the Zirr,babwean

Nkomo's Zimbabwe People's

was the Rhodesian CIO that
created the MNR during the
war of independence. Paramilitary forces included the

Central Intelligence Organ-

isation (CIO). Ironically

Revolutionary Army (ZU,RA)
and Ian Smith's Rhodesian
Defence Ijorces (RDF).

However,

Zimbabwe,

1,5,000 Zimbabwe Republic
Police Force, 3,000 Police
Support Unit and 20,000
militia.

now a leading member of
SADCC (Southern Africa
Development Coordination
Conference) - designed as
an economic counter balance to South Africa - has
had a 24 year state of
emergency. This is the legacy of the war of inde-

which cost
20,000 lives, and the need
to counter the threat posed
pendence,

by the South

African
backed MNR (or Renamo)
and ZAPU/ZNFM guerrillas. The ZNA has had to
wage a particularly brutal

counter-insurgency campaign in Nlatabeleland and
commit considerable resources to aid a beleaguered

Mozambique.

ZB{A
During the late

RDF

1,970s

the

in its war against

ZANLA and ZIPRA totailed
L0,800 with a further 1,5,000
men (TA and Police Re-

serves) available.

These

forces inciuded both white

and black conscripts.

By

it

ZAF
The ZAF has remained
hampered by controversY.
After independence Zim'
babwe had been building
up an effective air force, but
in one blow South Africa
tricked Zimbabwe into driving out its best personnel.
On July 25 7982 South African agents launched a raid
on Thornhil] air base, Planting explosives in 13 aircraft.
Out of a force of six newlY
acquired British AerosPace
Hawk jets, the best Planes
in the ZAF arsenal, one was
the
though
40,000,
of
army
1979 when the conflict came
destroyed and three dam1,000.
to
fallen
had
air
force
Rhodesian
the
to a close,
Bv 1988-89 the ZNA had aged. The attack cost Haarmy numbered 20,000 and
the air force 1,500. The riseir by an additional4,000; rare €15 million.
The consequences of the
amalgamation of the RDF, with seven brigade HQs,
were far reaching. The
raid
regiment,
was
armoured
one
ZIPRA
ZANLA and
expected to create a force of one artillery regiment, one blame fell on six white officabbut 50,000. In the mid air defence regiment and 23 ers including Air ViceTheY
1980s with growing securitY infantry battalions (includ- Marshal Hugh Slatter.
and
acquitted
tried,
were
one
guard,
fact
in
three
i^g
ZNA
problems the
iotalled 42,000 with an mechanised, one comman- expelled, but were later re-
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detained and released agh

d,rring the second half of
1983. The skilled white ZAF

Personnel were discredited

and nearly all of them subsequently left.
At the Non-Aligned
Movement's summit in Harare in September 1986, India promised to Provide the
Front Line States (FLS) with
assistance. This included
supplying the ZAF with air-

craft, trainers and Pilots,
however these were not
forthcoming and Pakistani

instructors continue to train
the ZAF.

In April 1987 more controversy surrounded the
ZAF when

it was revealed

Harare was Planning to
purchase L2 Soviet MiG-29

Fulcrum jetfighters. The
deal had apparentlY been
made in March 1987 and
included two trainers and
180 Soviet advisors. In the

light of Zimbabwe being
unable to PaY for these

-Y
.

Alouette 2.

tary Intelligence, has

suP-

Beira from Malawi and Tete

anti-government
forces in Angola, Lesotho,
Mozambique and Zimbabwe. Since june 1987 MNR

province were also cut. By

ported

activities have spread into
eastern Zimbabwe, home to
defend
or
planes, fly them
them, nothing seems to 65,000 Mozambican refugees. Renamo has been
have come of this deal.
It appears Harare decided
existing
sources and the arms deals
made during the mid-1980s.
According to SIRI (Stock-

to make do with

robbing

Zimbabwean

South Africa has launched numerous commando
raids on targets inside Zim-

1986 South Africa was
handling 90 per cent of babwe, been involved in
Zimbabwe's trade, forcing border clashes and tried to
Harare to commit 10,000 assassinate Mugabe on a
troops to guard the vital number of occasions. In
311km stretch of the Beira L982 there was some imcorridor from the port to provement in relations over
the Zimbabwean town of trade and security.

holm International Peace
Research Institute) in \987

the ZAF took deliverY from

China 15 F-6 and 15 F-7
Shenyang (copies of the
Soviet MiG-19 and 21) jet-

fighters. TwentY
AB-412

Italian

Griffon helicoPters

and four old British Hunter

FGA-9 fighter/ground

-

'

,'
I
{

at-

tack aircraft. The following
year Zimbabwe received six A8472, the ltalian home rolled twin Huey.
French Alouette helicoPters
and six Spanish C-2L2-200 peasants in the south-east. Mutare.
Zirnbabwe is a victim of
Transports" In 1988-89 its There has also been South
Africa's railwaY di(poliSouth
ZAPU
backed
aircraft included 11 Hun- African
The Political deplomacy.
dissiZIPRA)
g
of
win
tical
10
ters, seven Hawk,
Abel MuzorBishop
feat
of
the
over
activity
dent
heliBell
six
and
Alouette
Past
Zimbabwe
brought
ewa
copters. Half the AB-412s few years in south-western
Line
Front
the
into
firmty
renet
The
Matabeleland.
were VIP configured.
Africa
(FLS).
South
States
strong
47,000
is
that
the
sult
The ZAF ability to counter any serious South Afri- ZNA is committed to secur- who had supPorted him
can air incursions remains ity operations all along the was shocked by ZANU's
unlimited, and its role con- eastern border trying to victory and its move into
SADCC rather than South
tinues to be one of suPPort- prevent infiltration.
Africa's CONSAS. Rela70
1970s
the
During
(counteri.g
COIN
Per
cent of Zimbabwe's trade tions between the two
insurgency) operations.
passed through Mozambi- countries declined in 1980
Hands off
(ue to the ports at Beira and when Mugabe and ZANU
Maputo. But in 1983 Re- came to power. He cut
Africa
South
The South African De- namo closed the LimPoPo diplomatic relations with
fence Force's (SADF) Mili- Valley line, the routes to Pretoria in September 1980.
Pase12
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The following year South

Africa's Minister of Law

and Order met Zimbabwean security officials, and
regular meetings between
the Zimbabwean and South
African military continued
until the spring of 1986. It
was in early 1986 that South
Africa announced it rvould
extend its electric securitY
fence along the frontier
with Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe's large standi.g army, British trained
and reasonably well armed,
has remained a deterrent to
SADF incursions. However
South Africa has also re-

Please mention Survival WeaPonrY

sorted to indirect means to
destablise Zimbabwe, to
prevent it supporting black
nationalism and having disrupted the ZAF achieved a

fuither success by driving

a

wedge between ZANU and

ZAPU.

War in
Matabeleland
Between October L982-

in response
Zimbabwe harbouring

February 1984,

to

AC guerrillas, South Africa
recruited and trained 300
Zimbabweans, mainly ex]oshua. Nkomo ZAPU guerrillas. Matt Calloway, formdr Head of the Zimbabwean CIO, who had moved
to South Africa, was involved in recruiting these
dissidents. This force joined
other rebels in Matabeleland. The majority Ndebele
tribe had taken power and
some of the minority Shona
in Matabeleland resisted,

for many had

expected

Nknomo to win the independence elections.

Furthermore in L982 the
discovery of ZAPU arms
caches led to political
estrangement with ZANU.
In some cases these were
Rumanian AK-47 cartridges
maiiufactured in 1980 and
supplied by South Africa.
Nkomo was dismissed from
the . government and two
other ZAPU leaders tried
for treason, although they

Panhard AML90 armoured car.

rebel Zimbabwe National
Freedom

Movement

(ZNFM) was rePortedlY
operating from western

Mozambique, with suPPort
from either the MNR or
South Africa. In Matabeleland the Gwesela gang, fot'
mer ZAPU guerrillas under

apartheid struggle.

accord, offering an amnesty

for the rebels in the New

Year. By May 31 1988 of the
150 rebels left operating in
Matabeleland 113 had sur-

,

rendered, bringing the six

year guerrilla war io an
end. After the deadline it
was thought only six rebels

ployed,

it could not

to show

be

preferential

ZNA in
Mozambique
The late President
Samora Machel of Mozambique first requested assistance in 1980, and in L982

a

some Zimbabwean trooPs
were despatched. Renamo

attacked the

MaputoZimbabwe rail-link in December 7982 and on |anuary
5 1983 blew up a section of
the Beira-Mutare pipeline,
which carries the bulk of
Zimbabwe's oil imports. BY

MiG 21.

who between L982-83 killed
up to 1-2,000 civilians in
Matabeleland. It was withdrawn on |ulu 30 1983 after
allegations of brutality. The
dissidents themselves between 1982-84 killed over

Richard Gwesela, terrorised
the region along with other

government clamped down

political and guerrilla opposition. It was not until December 1987 that Mugabe
and Nkomo signed a unity

bandits. These
claimed the lives
dreds of civilians.

rebels

of hun-

The ZNA's military
efforts were paralleled by
400 people. Nkomo re- Mugabe's negotiations to
turned from exile in Britain merge ZANU and ZAPU in
on August 30 1983, but the a move to co-opt both the
on ZAPU's political activity
the following ]une.
By 1987 the 1,500 strong

leader.

though
was unable to give ground
on these issues, with over
20,000 ex-guerrillas unemtreatment.

controversial four day hunt
for dissidents commencing

on March 4, 1983 in Bulawayo, Matabeleland. Nkomo fled the country five
days later. This internal
conflict was further fuelled
by the security operations
of the ZNA's 5th Brigade,

former opposition

The government

seen

were acquitted.

The ZNA conducted

TheY

also demanded to talk to a
government minister, presumably Joshua Nkomo the

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

1984 there were 600
remained at large.
Zimbawean soldiers in
On June 15 1988 some of 'Mozambique.
the rebels threatened to
Machel, Mugabe and
take up arms again if their
grievances were not met. A President Nyerere of Tanzamet in Harare on June
[roup of 63 comPlained nia
to discuss possible
l't
L985,
they-had not been assured
of employment and accom- military intervention in
modation. Their other de- Mozambique because of the
mands included the release worsening internal securitY
of dissidents held in Prison, situation. To Protect the
the withdrawal of the ZNA railway and pipeline in the
from Mozambique and total Beira corridor MaPuto recommitment to the anti- quested 4,000 Zimbawean
October 1990
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on April 9

1986, but then
withdrew 5,000 troops. Harare though permitted
Mozambique to have its
officers trained by British
instructors on Zimbabwean
soil.

The MNR cut the BeiraZimbabwe pipeline again
on August 4 1986 and in
September Machel, Mugabe

and President Kuanda of
Zambia, threatened to close
their borders with Malawi if
the MNR were not expelled

from their Malawian bases.
This resulted in a Joint
Security and Defence Commission and Malawi committed 600 troops to the
Nacala rail link (before his

death Machel had been
planniong a coup with

Mugabe in Malawi).

West German UR 416 APC.

Things came to a head on
initiallY.
74-15 1986, when
of
Februaiy
battalions
two
committed
2,500-3,400 as the Zimbab- 400 rebels retook their
wean National ArmY in
Mozambique - ZNAM, and

troops. Harare

Tanzania 200. SecretelY
though, the Zimbabwean
force was expanded to

13,500, over 25 Per cent of

the ZNA, for an attack on
Renamo's HQ.

took Cavalo,

Kangan'tol,

over-running Namaccurra

in

Zambezia province kill-

'With Machel's death Mugabe
renewed his Pledge of suPPort.
Renamo's resPonse was to
declare war on Harate'

Gorongosa HQ from the
1,000 strong Mozambican

from Cavalo. It succeeded garrison. The MNR
in capturing the MNR's
main base, Casa Banana, in
the Gorongosa National
Park. The Zimbabwean Air
Force was used to bomb

also

cember 27 1986 in Mozambique's central province.
The Tanzanian contingent
by this date had risen to
3,000.

Zimtrabwe's contribution
to the security of Mozambi-

que has had positive results. During 1987 the MNR

]oint Operations

This joint Zimbabweanl
Mozambique operation was
launched on August 28 1985

With Machel's death on
October 19 L986, Mugabe
renewed his pledge of support. Renamo's response
was to declare war on Harare. The ZNAM took part
in a major offencive on De-

ing 59 Zimbabwean soldiers
and 157 Mozambicans.

ZNAM retook Casa Banana

were ,unable to halt the
traffic between Beira and
Zimbabwe. At the end of a
two month drive in February 1987 against the MNR's

Casa Banana, followed bY u

ZNAM paratrooP droP and
after a five hour battle the

NMR withdrew with the

loss of only 50, the ZNAM's
casualties were high at 159.
On Janu ary 26 1986 Colonel Flint Magama's (Commander of ZNAM) forces

recaptured Marromeu, but
he was killed in a helicoPter
crash during the engagement. Harare was displeased with MaPuto's Po9.
military efforts, ParticularlY
after its failure to consolidate the very modest gains
in Gorongosa, and during
1986-87 ZNAM's oPerations
were steadily increased.
Pase 14
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BEAKARATE
BLACK BELT
NEXT YEAR
Reduce the time it takes to achieve Black Belt standard from an average
four years training to just twelve months. lf you're already a black belt start
making radicalimprovements over and above your usual rate of progress.
We can help you to achieve your peak fighting performance by showing
you how to train your mind to develop inner toughness, eliminate fear,
iearn faster, reach a superior level of physical fitness and achieve black
belt standard within just one year.
Please note that this is not an alternative to learning the martial arts in a
reputable dojo but a scientifically proven programme offered to serious
martial arts students as a major supplement to their training.

_____

_:I',_ l9i 3:'_

[oj91?I ]931l',- o- - -

Yes! Ptease send me your FREE information pack on how t can achieve
Karate Black Belt standard in iust one year

Postcode
l

I
I

I

I

BLACK BELT TRAINING (S!\rr) PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD NE8 1PD
(A stamp for reply appreciated)
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L986 gains

in Tete, Sofala wean economic target

and Zambesia provinces,

the ZAF conducted a two

duy operation against
Mutarara and four other

towns on the lower Zambezi rlet.
The following Year between March 18-25 Zimbabwean soldiers took Part in

one of Maputo's largest

efforts to date in Gaza Province, killing 17 rebels. De-

the

following month when theY
burned a tea factorY in the

Zimbabwe occurred on Au-

gust 25 7987, when five

Zimbabwean soldiers were

police its borders. Between
june L987-May 7989 Renamo launched 374 raids
into Zimbabwe, kidnapping

667 people, leaving

'Renamo's declaration of war
against Zimbabwe was not a
hollow threat'

spite the tentative Peace northern Kayito province.
The first reported MNR
negotiations during midon the ZNA inside
attack
conjoint
oPerations
L989
tinued, with an attack on

335

dead, 280 wounded and
over 400 missing. During
these internal engagements
the ZNA suffered 22 dead

killed.
Zimbabwe has found it
impossible to effectively

and 44 wounded and they
claimed to harre killed 29
rebels, wounded five and
captured 45. Only with the
cessation of hostilities in

Mozambique are

these

raides likely to stop.

Gorongosa on JulY 727989.

Border raids
Renamo's declaration of
war against Zimbabwe was
not a hollow threat. Harare
soon found it had another
internal security problem
when Renamo began to raid

the Mt Silinda area in

south-eastern Zimbabwe. It
was also reported that 100
MNR clashed with the ZNA
at Mokasa, a north-eastern
town, in ]une L987 and later
that month Renamo murdered L1 civilians near the
Zimbawean town of
Rushinga, the ZNA killing
2L rebels.

The MNR launched its

first attack on a

Zimbab-

Trusty old Centurion.
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Success Story?

BRDM

its

government
medii, with total

2,

sed. The London based
Mozambique Information

Office has confirmed this is
the case.

vemeht in Mozambique and
the related border Problems

Zimbabwe remains a relative success storY: a soPhisticated state with thriving
agriculture and tourism.
Tribal Ndebele-Shona tension has been eased with
the ending of terrorism in
Matabeleland, facilitated by
the merger of ZANU and
ZAPIJ. Involvement in
Mozambique remains more
problematic.

The sanctions against
South Africa are hurting the
economy, although Zimbabwe has reduced its trade

through South Africa from
90 per cent to 50 per cent,

economic retaliation is not
all one-sided, in L986 South

Africa was receiving $110
million from Zimbabwe and

was owed a further $135
million in long-term debt.

Tanzania with an external

debt of $S billion, was
forced to withdraw its

EE9 Cascatsels.

Zimbabwean and Tanzanian Deplolment in Mozambique
1982-L990
Tanzania
1982
1984
1985
1985

1986
1987
1988
L989

r990

it

has been at a cost. Even so

The scale of Zimbabwe's

is not officially discussed bY

the

figures remaining undisclo-

Despite suffering from
corruption scandals, invol-

military and economic
assistance to Mozambique

or

casualty

?

?

600

200
200
200

3,400
13.500
5,000
10,000
12,000
12,000
3-8,000

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

forces from Mozambique in
November 1988. Harare on

the other hand has little
choice, for if its links with
Mozambique are comPlete-

ly severed, the future for

Zimbabwe' s economy would
not bode well. At a cost of
well over $438 million and

by

1989

well over 240

casualties, Zimbabwe con-

tinues to keeP the ZNA
policing Mozambique's vital lines of communication.

3,000
650

3,000

Withdrawn

October 1990

In this respect Zimbabwe

can only benefit from the
peace process undertakerr
in Mozimbique and Angola
during L989-90.
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HE IDEALS of survivalism are a natural
instinct in any well
adjusted person.

Why is it then that many

of us pursue a

course

through life that regularly
threatens our well-being
and leaves us with a moist

PAMGHUTE

crotch and sweating brow?
So there I was, along

OR

with a few other mates,

travelling the M6 one winter's evening; destination
Denmark. I would not normally use the M6 to get to

Denmark and given

a

choice, not in a green three
ton truck. But Sods Law
dictated that the longest,
most tiring and most inconvenient way of getting there
was by state-of-the-art Bedford to Leeming and then
by something noisy, smelly

and distinctly unnatural -

alias Hercules

to

Leuchars, for another pickup and then across the
North Sea.
I suppose it is not the end
of the world to travel in the
back of a truck for 150 miles

PAMNORMAL?
Bill Oakley recalls a spooky
experience at 700ft

on a bitter evening and
many people would grasp
the chance of a free flight to
the land of Carlsberg. But
there was a catch. I forgot
the bit about once you are
over there

-

at aboutT00ft

-

they chuck you out of the
door into a cold, inky blackness and that is the last you
see of them.
What is it about us that
we should choose to be
frozen and inconvenienced
in preference to propping
up a bar somewhere (the
sensible way to obtain your
lager?) and dealing with the
burning issues of the day
such as football and Coronation Street in a civilised
manner.

It

seems

I must bring out

the worst in aircrew because of the countless times

I have left God's earth in

one of those metal birds, I
have seen the landing lights

at the other end on only

a

very few occasions. The rest

have ended with a rush of
noise, a hefty snatch at the
back of the shoulders and
then dark tranquility. That
is until you realise - about
half a second that you
have work to do if you want
Page 18

Para coming off DIZ wearing early pnttern Denim smock and steel

ju*p

helmet. Rifle is

LlAl.

SLR

fitted with BFA.
Survival Weaponry and
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Please mention SurvivalWeaponry

,]

/tmMY f$unBp[,[]$il
7 IONGAR MAD, BREI{TITJMD

HXSffiTS SAX
TEL: 0277 2341 85
(,PEN 9-6 IUION-SAT

CAMMO KIT

SURVIVAL SUPPLIES

NOWARRTVED: URBAN CAMMO MM1 JACKETS (S/M/UXL) ......................t40.50
URBAN CAMMO BDU TROUSERS
.821.50
TTGERSTRTPE JACKET, NEW (S/M/UXL) .............,................;......................827.50
TIGERSTRIPETROUSERS.
.....,..827.50

(28',-36',)
NEW(30".361

BR|T|SH OR|GtNAL DPM CAMMO JACKET, GBADE 1.............................f48.00
BBITISH ORIGI NAL DPM CAM MO TROUSERS. GRADE 1 (30.'.38')......... f 1 8.40
BRIT|SH ARMY OR|G|NAL DpM TROP|CAL JACKET GRADE 1 (38'-44') ....817.50
PORTUGUESE CAMMO TROUSERS, GRADE 1 (phone for sizes)...........flt1.50
poRTUGUESE CAMMO SHtfiTS, NEW (S/M/L)
...t7.70

..................

BHlTlSHPATTERNDPMcAMMoJAcKET,NEW........-.
WOODLAND PATTERN CAMMO BODYWARMERS, NEW (S/MiUXL)

(M/UXL)

'fi27.00

BRITISH PATTEBN DPM T.SHIRT, NEW
.....,............C6.50
BRITISH PATTERN DPM WATERPBOOF JACKET, NEW (S/M/UXL}........ f 1 4.OO
BRITISH PATTERN DPM WATERPROOF TROUSERS, NEW (S/M/UXL)....f9.50
BELGTAN CAMMo SMOCK, GRADE 1
.......,,..........f17.50
BELGIAN CAMMOTROUSERS, GRADE 1 (30'.34'}.,
f10.s0
AUSTRTAN CAMM0 PABKA, GRADE 1 (40',-46',)....ir.......,.,........,........,....f22.50
AUSTRIAN CAMMOJACKET, GRADE
821.50
ATJSTRIAN CAMMOTROUSERS, GRADE 1
.,.,...... [14.50
|RAN|AN PATTERN LIGHTWETGHT CAMMO JACKETS, NEW (M/L) ............ 81 7.50
IRAN IAN PATTERN LTGHTWETGHT CAMMO TROUSERS, N EW (30',140',) ... el 0.50
EAST GERMAN SPLTNTER CAMMO JACKETS, GRADE 1 (40'-46',).............817.50
EAST GERMAN SPLTNTEB CAMMO TROUSERS, GRADE 1 (30'138') ........, t10.50
BLACK M65 OR|G|NAL COMBATJACKET (S-XL), NEW............................... t45.O()

(40',-46")

1(40'-49'1
{30'.36'1

(40"-46',)....................................tl7.50
BLACK DUTCH NATO TROUSERS GRADE 1
........... t12.50
U.S. PATTERN M65 WOODLAND CAMMO JACKETS (S/M/UXL}...........f29.50
U.S. HELMET COMPLETE WITH CAMMO COVER, LINER & STRAPS ,,,,.f17.25
HEAVY DUTYWOODLAND CAMM0 PONCHO, NEW (one size).............fI7.50
BLACKDUTCHNATOJACKETSGRADEl

(26436',).

(S/M/UXL)..
DPM CAMMO.COLD WEATHER CAP, NEW (S/M/UXL}
DPM CAMMO PEAKCAP, NEW (onesizefits all)............-.

.....f2.50
..,......f4.00
....f2.00
CAMMO GLOVES, NON-SLIP PALMS, NEW (one sizefits all).......,...,.......f3.00

DpM CAMMo BUSH HAT, NEW

CAMMO PISTOL BELT, U.S. WEBBING SWLE (up to 44" waist) ...............C2.50
cAMMO AMMO BELT (3 POUCHES, 10 CARTRTDGE LOOPS)...................f,1.50

.......,.,.......
POUCH.,...............
nairMfl trrap caqE
cAMMO

FACEPATNT, TWO TONE STICKS

LARGE CAMMO BELT

CAil|lMN qTI IFF

NAi,MN

f2
f2

X1......
LEFD
(7-10)NEW............

a,

an..

WATERPROOF MATCHES (PACK OF FOUR BoXES)........i..!!.!.!...!.,..........cl.47
SURVIVAL BLAI\KET,
.f2.30
suRVtvAL BAG,
......,,,..........f3.91
PRINTED SURVIVAL BAG..
E, LE
WIRF POCKFT SAW
c? 2n

ALUMINISED.......,...,.....
ALUM|NISED...,...,
-

PARACORD

c,^n

BUNGEES (SET OF TWO, 30'long) ,............
MILITARY PATTERN STEEL MMROR..........
SFWING KITS

8-lN-1 CAMPING

.............,.f2.30

...............fl.50
8l EO

TOOI

ar 2n

GIPATTERNCANopENERS(TWo0F).............

.....,....,,........f0.85

KNIFF FORK SPOON SFT
tr rn
F]RSTAID KIT,IN BELT
......f6.80
,W]LDLIFE'
HEXAMINE MINICOOKER (WITH FUEL TABLETS},............,....f3.50
POCKET HEXAMINE COOKER (WITH PACK OF FUEL TABLET$,,........,...ffI,95
HEXAMINE FUEL TABLETS (PACK OF
......,.............fl.50
BRITISH ARMY PATTERN MESS
.,..f4.50
BRIT]SH ARMY 58 PATTERN WATER
..f3.50
GIPATTERN WATER BOTTLE, OLIVE DRAB OR CAMMO C0V8R............,f3.50

POUCH

EIGHT)...
TINS...........
BOTTLE

ScoUTMASTERANGLEHEADT0RcH'...''.,.'....''

..
....,.............f,t.50
.,.............. .....f20.00
u.s. ARMy MOUNTATN SLEEptNG 8A65, GBADE 1 ...........,...............:..f26.00
COMPASS, MILITARY STYLE, NEV1...........
.,..,.f1150

GERMAN ARMY MESS TtNS, GRADE 1 . ........,.
GERMAN ARMY SLEEPING BAGS, GRA9E 1

SURVIVA{.I(T KNIFE. NEW
EXPI ORFR KIT

-

-

.

FB En

KNIFF

u.s. BAYONET-SWLE

s. ? Rn

KN|FE......,.,

BR|TISH ORTGTNALDMS HtGH LEc BOOTS GRADE
LOFfY WTSEMAN SURVTVAL TtN

.............
POUCH
KtT..............

1

.......,.........,f15.00
..,.............................fi7.q)
....... p,o.A.
P.O.A.
........ p.o.A.

COMMANDO SURVIVAL KIT
coMPAC LARGE SUBVTVAL

FA 85

FTS

]SRAEL DUB9N PARKAS, M, L,

INT

FrRE STARTTNG FLTNT W|TH MAGNESTUM BLOCK ...................,....,.........t5.7s

,..........f2.50
..,.......f3.10

RAGS

HIP RIPPER WAI I

FIRF STARTING Fl

50
50

PLEASE SEND

9 x 1? S.A.E. FOR OUR MEEGATALOGUE

........ p.O.l.

GERMAN TAN & WATER CAMMO JACKETS (FEW
USARMYJUNGLE BOOTS
PLEASE ADD f1,90 FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING

..... . 824.00

..t29.99
TRADE ENOUIRIES
AND SITE OPERATOR ENOUIRIES
WELCOME

GERMAN PARA
BOOTS Grade

1

GI FLASHLIGHT

f 13.50

f6.50

MISCELLANEOUS KIT & SURVIVAL SUPPLTES
CAMO MASKING TAPE......,....
WATFR PIIRIFYING STRAW
CAMO BASHA
I ONG I IFF CANDI FS ISFTOFTWO\
R

?

CONCENTRATED BODY SOAP,...
WATFR PI IRIFICATION TABI FTS
COMMANDO SI JRVIVAL PACK
JUNGLE HUNTING PACK

...........T3.00

t7-36

.T3.50
12.10

COMPACT SHORT-TERM SURVIVAL KIT.....
COMPACT I ONG-TtrFll\, Sl lFl\/l\/Al KIT
SWISS ARMY PATTFRN KNIFtr
SWISS AFIIIV pATTFEIN eAililp KNltrtr

D'IA
ctr An

c,

an

c,

fv'l

81.10

94.09

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

BI AEK PtrAK NAPS NItr\^'
NFW I IGHTWtrIGI]T PONEHNS
GERMAN ARMY GRD 1 PONCI{OS

ctr En

ctn

En

Grief in mid air, the moment

to avoid somebody else in
your sky or piling into the

eaery airborn trooper dreads.

deck about 25 seconds later.

Apart from having

to

push start the truck out of
one of the motorwaY service stations the triP was
fairly uneventful: the usual
cold nose, cold ears and an
aching butt. The brain and
senses were well scrambled
by the incessant vibrations
that only a three tonner can
do so well.
On arrival at Leeming we
were about ready for bed,

when I felt at my very worst
and lowest ebb, some guy
came along in light blue

overalls, poking and prodding me and pointing to his

watch. He had a

We laboured to our feet,
just, having travelled all the
way with our chutes on.
Now standing, we Pulled
out the jettison device and
line from the bergan harness and clipped it on to
our parachute webbing fol-

never mind

storming
enemy citadels in Denmark.
We were quickly ushered

out of the wind and into a
draught inside a dimlY lit
little hanger - about a million square feet - situated in
a darkcorner of the airfield.
They advised us we could
streich out for a while and
relax. RelaxT A couPle of
layers of windproof and denim between you and the
concrete is no waY to relax
and to cap it all the brew kit

was well and trulY

lowed by a heave an
almighty one in my case to get the bergan up around
our guts and clipped onto

the other 'D' rings.

running the length of the
fusilage and were checked
and ready to go.

'

merged in the bowels of mY

We were duly visited bY
that innocuous grey van
from which we obtained
our means of descent from
the C-130. Px chutes and
resefves were drawn, along
with green para-bags and
life jackets and we Pro_
ceeded to fit-up. The word
'fTtttng', of course, being a
euphemism when aPPlied
to a Px parachute as any
end-user will confirm.
Straps and buckles there
may be, but 'fitting' no. At
the end of it all, it is You
that moulds to the lumP on
your
- back.
Much better the French
chute that reallY does tailor
to your shape and feels as
though it belongs - but that
is another storY.

Fitting done, we

sat

around, smoked, kicked
our heels and studied the
paintwork on the hangar
ioof. When the Northern
lads arrived theY went
through the same Process
as we had, with the same

expressions as we had. We
juit smoked and kicked
more heels.
After what seemed like
an eternity of wasted 'gonkPase 20

We

were hooked up to the wire

sub-

bergan.

sicklY

smile on his face.

i.g' time a Hercules was and we were thundering
heird to arrive and taxi down the runway and off
across to our corner of the up into the night skY headairfield. It pulled Past the i"g for Leuchars on the
hangar at a tangent and north east coast. Leuchars
reversed back towards us,

was but a bus ride awaY in a

'Red light on. Bunch uP ready.
Two small grouPs. Four men

eitherside...

its rear mouth slowlY starting to gape.
We were all kitted and
fitted by this time and
started the slow awkward
hobble towards the tailramp, slowly turning green
due to the nauseating
stench of kerosene, ot
whatever it is theY Pour
into those Allison turboProps.

Once inside the gloomY
grey and red-webbed in-

terior the trap was sPrung

C-130 and we were soon
emplaning another grim
littl-e bunCh, this time Scots
Iads and quicklY away
again, up and across the
North Sea.
The next two and a half
hours were sPent smoking,

nodding, trYing to heg
what my mates either side

were saying and watching
the occasional lad struggle
to the tube in the corner
down which he would Puke
- if he made it in time. Just

Survival WeaponrY and Techniques

It became a struggle to
keep standing as the Herc'
weaved to and fro around
the countryside doing dummy runs. The weight of mY
kit was crushing with the
combination of parachute,
reserve and a bergan that
also contained my beltgeat, radio, generator and
weapon poking up alongside my cheek.
I hung on to the stroP to
steady myself. The door
opened with a gush of air
and the kickplate went
down.
Red light on. Bunch uP
ready. Two small grouPs.
Four men each side. Cannot
see anything apart from
occasional whisps of cloud
as they flit past the door.
The dispatcher looks anxiously out, his face bathed
in the dull red glow. The

noise, the sweat, the tension - the weight was criPpling. Dark helmeted faces
looked up to watch us out;
their turn next. SuddenlY
the dispatcher's face is
green and the rest becomes

a blur. There is no

way
you're going to let the bloke
in front get awaY from You.
A deafening rush of noise
and I was out, floating and
bobbing along on mY back

Please mention Su rvival WeaPonrY

PARAGHUTE
Now things were getting
desperate. It seemed as
though I had been in the air
for about 15 minutes not

OR

PARANORMAL

seconds and there could be

little 'air time' left.
There can be few things
more incongruous than
drunkenly trudging your
way across a soggy flying
parachute. I toiled my way
to the disappearing edge of
this little planet, dragging
my bergan with me and
finally slid off, bum first
into free air again.
I am not sure what I
expected to happen next
but fortunately my share of
'Sods Law' seemed to have
been spent for the night
when I felt the reassuring
tug of my canopy deploy
once more. I looked up to

in the

slipstream then
crack. The chute deployed
and jerked me, as it always
does, seemingly upwards.
Glory, what sweet relief.
The heat and weight were a
thing of the past. ]ust me
the night sky and a faint
droning silhouette disappearing into the murk.
The relief did not last for
long of course, it only
seemed

to. There were

drills to be completed.

I looked up to check for a
full canopy - no problem;
for twists - no problem. All
round observation told me I
was clear of anyone else
and following close on to
my own 'stick'.

I fumbled for the hooks
below my reserve and dropped the bergan away on its
static line. That done, I was
able to concetrate on following the lads down to avoid
confusion in the darkness
of the DZ. Suddenly from
out of nowhere came two
other intrepid sky riders,
making a bee-line for my
part of the sky.
"There goes our tight
stick formation," I thought
to myself and hauled down
on the opposite rear liftwebb to try and avoid the
inevitable. I cursed and
swore and blurted profane
advice to my fellow travel-

- as tactically as possible
of course - but to nb avail.

ler

I

spread eagled as the

good book

recommends,

ready for the collision and
needless to say still went
straight through his rigging
lines.

I was now inside the cone

confirm and immediately
sensed the tell-tale weight

of my

Ftuke safe landing, two entangled jumpers touch down hard but
unharmed.

of his 'chute and about

to

swing back out. There was
no way I was going to be
lucky enough to exit the
same way as I had entered

beggar had stolen the air
and collapsed my canopy.
My reaction was immediate of course: right hand
onto the reserve handle.

'A deafening rush of
noise and I was out,

But there is that fraction of

kit and weapon
have to be in place asap. I
found the rest of the patrol
and we cached our'chutes

loiter so

and oddments with

a

out again and clear, com- second delay when you deplete with bergan dangling cide whether to pull or will
below me, only to be ad- the main canopy to blossom
vised by my Partner-in- again.
panic - now with his eYes
This time I was saved by
open to'go awaY'or a main canopy but clearly
something similar.

the emergency was not over

I did not need telling yet as it was not my
twice, but as I reached for a canopy. I had dropped like
liftwebb to steer away I a roof tile and thumped
started to plunge like a straight into the spongystone. Looking up in alarm, ness of someone else's paI realised that the rotten rachute below me.

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

I had ever encountered. Stood bolt upright in a freezing bog. I
could not even fall over.
I gave the essential parachutist's sigh of relief and
started through my DZ pto-

the softest

cedures.
A covert DZis no place to

floating and bobbing
along on my back'
and so swung straight back

bergan ease from

below me. I pulled my chin
into my chest and waited
for the bruises. Splodge!
What had earlier threatened to be my hardest - and
last - descent, had ended as

October 1990

the

agent RV and were away
into the night.
Did that really happen 15
minutes ago? No time for
that now buddie. You are
switched on, sharp and the
adrenalin is pumping.

Send us your own true
life suroiaal story and
u)e'll pay f75 for eaery
one published.
Page21

WATER
PURIFIGATION
Andreas King
catalogues
some of the top

purification
systems

available to the
survivalist

Hffi::11?#;"'*
face, swearing blue murder

at you for not

PurifYing

your drinking water, is one
sure-fire way of taking that
message in!

Another is when Your
bowels are heaving and

you're dying for relief while
trying to sight up your leftof-arc. In fact, a pain-in-thearse is the least of it. Water
contamination can often
lead to discomfort and mild

illness, and at worst can
cause you to croak!
Sorting out the dross in
water purification literature
does at times seem to require a degree of biochemistiy together with unlimited
scepticism. So let's wade

through the blurb
assess

and

the means to PurifY

water on the market, so that
you don't get bumPed with

your pants down.

Fore-

warned is forearmed!
Like it or not, exPend the
effort and take the time, or
take your chances. And that
means purifying the water
for brushing your teeth and
for washing food and messtins, as well as for drinki.g. Water contamination,
Page22

Ptrmp unit drawing direct
Su

fro*

source then into container.
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Barnett

SURVIVAL KNIVES

SAFARI
COMPOUND BOW

SURVIVAL EXPL0RER

with Scabbard

SPECIAL F0RCES KNIFE

with Scabbard

Barnet

SAFARI GOMPOUND
BOW {Blue, Black or Camo}.
Complete with:

Accessories and 6 arrows
0NLY

t98

or t1.58 wk

WILDCAT r! MAcNUM
with B0LTS fl10 or fl.77 wk
WILDCAT II MAGNUM
with

SCOPE, fitted

0UIVER &

BOLTS fl70 or f2.74 wk

EXTRA BOLTS flO/5

cRossMAN puup.up

DAY

RAMB0 with Scabbard

1) SURVIVAI EXPLOBEB

-

-

5" staintess

sawback blade 10" overall. CM pommel, compass,
sharpening stone, mirror, wire cutters, harpoon, can
screwdriver'

;ffiffil
I) specnl

shackle

FoRcEs KNIFE

12" overall. CAIV SURVIVAL

-

o*rrfl6

brade
OttttY

Ft o
f. I O

Ktr

orrrf 18

HUNTTNc ATBGUN

ouTnTs

3) RAMBO

& N lG HT

KIT

7,,

-

c/wsuRVtvAL

CROSSMAN
1322 PlSTot.22
C^/V SCOPE, TORCH
LDER STOCK

REPLICA

BTANK FIRING GUNS: Blanko .22 f3/100

BROWNING HI.POWER smm
BEREITA 92P s*,
G0VERNMEilT AUT0 e,*
PPK smm
WALTHER P38 s'nm

t99
t89
f59

or f 1.43 wk
95p wk

54 Bethel St, Nonruich

Norfolk NR2 lNR

f8/50

.zz

IAGER PEACEMAKER
PEACEMAIGR .22or.38

62p wk
95p wk

Sa

I

8mm f7125

fM
fM
f[7

or 70p wk
or 70p wk
or 75p wk

c2?9 or f3.6e wk
f,48 or 77p wk

Please send me the following goods:

UTTINGS

Gun Go

.38

2", 4" or 6" PYTHOil
6'MAGNUM .zz
8'DIRTY HARRY zz

or f 1.59 wk

or
f,39 or
f59 or

I

lenclosef

0603 632226

+mnanffi

I wish to take advantage of

EEI@@l

your I

I

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TER MS
Just enclose f3 P&P withyour order
Please debit my CREDIT CARD No

Telephone your order through
for an even faster service
3 WAYS TO PAY
ri ruo oeposrT cREDrr
2} CASH .CHEOUE.PO
3) CREDIT CARD - Just state your
Credit Card No. with your order
SAME DAY SEBVICE

I
t

Send
__

to: UTTINGS GUN C0, 54

tr

(J[il3H3#",qffi']

BETHEL STREET, N0RWICH NRz INR

though obviouslY aPPl]c-

able to the Belizean jungle,
can be just as riskY when a
dead sheep is PutrifYing uP
on the Otterburn ranges.

Poltuted water usuallY
contains a Pot-Pourri
of chemical, microbiologi-

cal, and susPended solids
contamination.
Microbiological contamination is due to one or more of

basically four tYPes of
micro-organism, which in
decreasing order of size are:
helminths (or worms), Protozoa, bacteria, and viruses.

Helminths: these

are

worms and flukes leading
to infections of roundworm
(ascariasis), guinea worm
(dracunculus) and bilharzia

(schistosomiasis), all 1as!Y
and debilitating. These little
rascals are relativelY large

still microscoPic,
though
and -can be extracted bY
most forms of Pre-filtration'
Protozoa: these are small
single celled Parasites and
include the 'nasties' that
cause giardiasis, dfr unpleasanf form of chronic

diarrhoea, and

amoebic

dystentry.
-

Protozoa have a

cYst

stage during their life-cYcle,
duiing which theY are.inert

and resistant to most forms
of chemical treatment'
However, theY quicklY become active on entering the
human gut, where they

thrive like the claPPers and
you feel like death. Most
iypes of Pre-filtration can
remove them from water'
Bacteria: these are tinY
single-celled microbes causingl diseases such as cho-

leia, typhoid, ParatYPhoid
and bacillarY dYstenterY'

Also the mYriad variations
of diarrhoea in glorious

technicolour.

Chemical

treatment is often effective,

though due to their small
size,*only one or two of the
better fiiters can deal with
them.

Viruses: these, the smallest bugs, live and multiPlY

within host cells,

causing
diseases such as infectious
hepatitis, trachoma and Yellow fever. Unlike bacterial

diseases which require a
relatively high infective
dose, viral infections need
only a relativelY low infecPage24

58 and 85 pattern water bottles.
u
PWP unit is intended for use with

tive dose to laY You out.
Iodine has some effect in
zappingthem, and onlY the
too-not-ch filters can be
judged effective enough in
disdnguishing them as having the abilitY to remove
these little blighters.
Suspended solids in-

cludes decaYing

orgaruc
gunk, silt and claY. UsuallY

Iilt
is harmless bY

and clay contamination
itself

'

However, chemiial Purification tablets onlY work if
the water is free of gunge
and biomass that maY harbour bugs. Judge the water
on the spot, if it looks PrettY
murky, Pre-filtration is then
essential.
Su

Chemical Pollution can

include herbicides and Pesticides, hydrocarbons, chlorine compounds, heavY metals and' others, many of
which are toxins over a long

period of time. These are
bffficult to remove from
drinking water bY anY. of
the personal filtration units'

Onlv one unit, the

First
Xeea Portable Water Purification Device has Proven
effective against these'
Treating- contaminated
water uJualiY consists of
adding chemical Purification tallets and/or filtration'
Boiling takes time and fuel
and s6 will not be investigated here' In Patrol har-

rvival WeaPonrY and Techniques

bour areas boiling is fine,
but during oPerations, is
often impossibte. Incidentally, even 15 minutes on
the boil has been Proven
ineffective against bllhatzia
cysts.

For simPle chemical treatgermicidal
agents exist to sterilise susp"ect r,r'ater, coming in tablet
form for ease of use ano
storage. Of the three, chlorine aid iodine have no lasting germicidal effect so after

ment three

2d frours or so chuck the
water out and treat the next
lot.

Tablets are

generailY

okay for use of uP to roughly 2 months. Thereafter, to

Please mention Survival WeaPonrY

minimise chemical ingestion into the body, a filter

unit would be

essential.

Also, uncontrollable field
variables such as water tem-

perature, acidity, turbidity
and so ofl, can adversely
affect chemical sterilisation.
So exercise common sense
in adapting chemical treatment to the prevalent
conditions.

Puritabs, chlorine based
(f1.30 for 48 tablets) are best
for the usual pain-in-the-

butt Brecon yomp and

general North European
use, being effective against
most " pathogenic bacteria,
though amoebic and giardia
rysts are pretty resistant.
The packet'blurb' claims
one tablet will treat one litre

of water in ten minutes,
however, 20-30 minutes is

strongly

particularly

recommended,

in cold water.

For heavy contamination
double the dose and
pre-filter.
Treated water tastes like a
dunk in the public baths so
bung some orange powder
in. Or an activated carbon
filter can be used to remove
excess chlorine. The Puritabs Maxi version (€3.50 for
30 tablets) has the same
treatment times, with one
tablet treting 25 litres.
For mountains, jungle, or
desert, Potable Aqua, iodine based (f3.25 for 50

tablets)

is

definitely

the

choice.

Imported from the States,
these tablets are fast acting

and effective against

wider spectrum of

a

bugs

than chlorine. One tablet
sterilises one litre of water
in ten minutes. They are
recommended for use in
high risk areas.
Double dosage and ex-

tended treatment times,
together with pre-filtration

are advised if the water is
cold or heavy contamination is suspected.
Again, excess iodine can
be removed using an acti-

vated carbon filter.

Just

don't use Potable Aqua for
more than four weeks con-

tinuously, ds iodine

can

cause serious, lasting phyY

l-

o1

,l

I

{

siological side-effects. Thyroid problems may only be-

come apparent when the

KATADYIV filter system.

thyroid gland is faced with
excess iodine, so ask your
medic to arrange a thyroid

beforehand.
Potable Aqua

test

,:!

silver ions, effective against

typhoid, dystentery, and
cholera bacteria, though
pretty useless against

tablets amoebic cysts, giardia and
come in a small screw-top bilharzia. The two hour
glass bottle, and have a sterilisation process is quite
longer shelf life (10 years) slow, though once treated
than chlorine tablets. There remains effective for up to
is virtually no noticeable six months. Depending on
taste, so top marks for the tablet size it can treat
one, five or 20 litres.
palatability.
Flters for cleansing water
Micropur, silver-ion
are
now common as manuon
(86-f9
depending
based
tablet size), is useful for facturers take a flying leap
long term jerry-can storage, onto the bandwagon.
Units intended to filter
though in high risk areas

water should be
further.

treated

Made by Katadyn in

water should be

easily
maintained, dependable, and
give some strong indication

Switzerland, the active in- when their useful life is
gredient is oligodynamic ended. Keep in mind that
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nothing lasts a lifetime, and
be wary of units that bam-

boozle you by claiming to
treat many thousands of
litres. While it may be true
that thousands of litres can
be run through, the amount
effectively treated is a different matter! Using a commonly recognised technique of methyl-blue dy"

extraction, testing has
shown that for most activated carbon units, 'breakthrough' usually occurs in
under 200 litres. Let's look
at what I consider the better

end of the market as it
stands now

.

The Aquafilta (f14.25,

2209), though designed as a

one man unit the manufacPage 25

turers claim: it can treat
enough drinking water for
the average familY for two
weeks.

Fine for pre-filtering and

removal of some

larger

micro-organisms, bad tastes
and odours. Based on silver

impregnated activated carbon, the silver ions Prevent
bacterial and algal bloom
when not in use. The effect
on quality is negligible.

There is a three stage
filtration mechanism: a
coarse filter removing large

debris; a fine filter removi.g organic and inorganic
patticlel; and silver treated
activated carbon.
Its capacitY is 4,000 litres
before self-clogging, though
I would sling it well before

then. Light, small,
a drinking
cheap,
-

and
cuP

and carrying Pouch are
included.
The larger version of the
Aquafilta is the H OK Stan-

dard (f25,3409). Again an
activated carbon filter kePt
clean by silver ion impregnation. Dirt and fine
biomass is extracted, as are

unpleasant tastes

and

sm^eils. PrettY robust and

easy to clean, its caPacitY
before self-clogging is 8,000
litres (again, I don't want to

preach,-but treat this with

scepticism.
Too big for a water bottle

pouch (20cmx9cm), stuff it
into your patrol-sac.

Understand that

these

two are filters, not Purifiers, The H2OK, an actiaated carbon
filter.
so although reducing the
and the plunger.coming off.
plasa
sealed
inside
of
branes
loading
biological
,raw
the Sur"vival
watei, should be used in tic cartridge.
* PutisslnflfY,
unit, with
better
the
Filter
The initial webbing matconjunction with tablets in
producing
a
pressure
f,ebris,
larger
PumP
rix sifts out
high risk areas.
^flow
gf. 1i
Personally, I find having then to the tnr"Jpuar-;tth a good ratb of
*r""t",.*r*,
p",
to add chemical Purification ,ii#""
tablets to pre-filtered water
an inconvenience, so for
SOme
operations in terua incognito
simPle
a
than
unit
a better
activated carbon filter is
what I would recommend.

u

i*i."g",iJ*",.ii- iitil'

Having said that, alwaYs
take a pack of Purification

tablets,lust in case You lose
your filter or it breaks.
The FiloPur Travel Filter
(f30, 220g), and its more
robust twin, the FiloPur
Survival Filter (f55, 4409),

are simPle PumP action
units, using a simPle ot

chemically treated memPage 26

'BOth filterS have
agai"si pesticides
heavy

"

effeCt

and

metals'

Both come with a carrying case and water-bag'
and are small enough (15cm

diameter) to stuff in your
*.3,bilg^to*:Il^"^1"
^r_,:^

,;31fi{;t,:fl3diffi
and rros'r'gor orgvgiene

li:"'#;1'f'ffiJf!"[:f$
[{f;",h:ft1{Tf.,ii];?;

n3s.ty bacteriological
vated carbon. Both filters steel protective casing. preity.
loads. water free
viral
and
have some effect against Treitment capacitils are from bacteria,
viruses and
turbidpesticides and heavy me- susceptable to water
cause gasthat
protozoa
such
silty
tals; micro-organisms are ity, sb for
-rivers
tycholera,
troenteritis,
Karakoram,
the'
in
,p
uJ'
removed both *echu"iculty
giardysentery,
phoid,
don'i plump for these, unand by absorption.
polio.and hepatitis'
The ,Travel' version may f"tt y,i:o intlnd to cart seve- diasis,
from
produced
is
cartridges
., "Y"t
be withdrawn soon d.ue to ,ui ieplacement
levels.
potlution
high
pretiy
yJr.
with
arou^d
;;:hi
(;a
the membranes spritting
Please mention survivalweaponry
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In fact the test results were
carried out on water equivalent to raw sewage!

Three filtration

stages

and two disinfection stages
are incorporated within the
unit. A coarse foam prefilter removing large gunk,
leads into the silver impregnated activated carbon
stage which removes finer
particles and organical contamination, thus improving
taste and smell.
Inside the primary disinfecting chamber, a resin
iodine complex acts as a
'contact' rnicrobiocide, also
releasing small amounts of
free iodine into the water
being treated. A11 bacteria
are totally removed, together with very substantial
reductions in virus levels.
The high local iodine
levels also inactivate parasitic cysts and eliminate polio
viruses, during a two minute 'holding' stage in
the secondary disinfecting
chamber.

The final stage is where
residual iodine is itself removed by the activated car-

bon matrix giving

safe,

palatable water.
The unit comes with its
own plastic drinking beaker

which cracks easily when
dropped. Drawbacks in-

clude the rather paltry

r

),

n

r
iS

I
F

t
I
s5

,)
I
3
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amount of water treated per
unit fill (180m1) and the size
and weight of the thing.
Consider also the specifically military version called
the Model PWP (f35,5009),
adapted to fit the '85 pat-

H2OK in

use.

tern water bottle. It can the Model PWP have a 500
treat highly contarninated litre treatment capacity, or a

ted activated carbon plus

water at extremes of ph and
dissolved solid levels, so is
suitable in the most severe
field conditions.
With this unit the water

are removed. Up to 7,200
litres can be treated. If used
on its own, further treat-

bottle acts as the secondary
disinfecting chamber. In
black ABS plastic, this is a
nifty piece of kit, treating

S-year lifespan.
To extrct any low residual
iodine, the '85 Pattern Wa-

ter Filter (877, 7609)

is

a

50 years, is one of the best

suspended
gunge and larger microbes

around, purifying raw wa-

cloth filter,

'The PWP now features a
larger raw water reservoir, that

will hold one litre'

one litre of water in 10
minutes. A touch fiddly to
put together at first, one worth inspection, if

the

ter through a

ceramic

filter element. This ultrafiltration through a 0.2 micron microporous ceramic
'candle' ensures that all

harmful cocci, protozoa,
cysts and parasites are

dragged out. This includes
the chemically resistant infectious agents of amoebic

ment against smaller bugs

and shigella dysenteries,
giardia, typhoid, cholera

soon gets the hang of it.
A recent modification is a

PWP is going to be used for

is necessary.

and bilharzia.

new raw-water resevoir extention to allow one litre of
water to be treated per unit
fili.
Both the Travel Well and

screws onto the top of the
'85 pattern water bottle, so

Finally we come to two
top-notch and state-of-the-

art units. The

While the Katyadyn will
disinfect and clarify heavily
silted and algae-laden water, it may clog quickly. The
filter candle can be lightly
brushed down up to 300

any length of time. It
water can be
straight into the
Based

sucked

mouth.

on silver impregna-

and Techniques when replyinq to anv advertisement

Katadyn

Pocket Filter (f170, 6509)
standard issue to the International Red Cross for over
October 1990
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times to restore full flow. To
do this, use an old soft
toothbrush, rather than the
brush supplied which is too

A silver lining inside the candle prevents
bacterial growth, so in particular don't mess around
trying to desalinate sea or
brackish water with it. It
won't do it and it'Il be
abrasive.

ruined.
During cold snaPs, shove
the Katadyn well into Your
rucsac to prevent residual
water turing to ice and so

cracking the candle.

Be-

tween exercises, strip, clean

and air-dry the filter, Plus
dab a bit of vaseline onto
the pump 'O' ring at intervals. Let me stress, be uPwind when brushing off the
ceremic candle, and do so
with care to prevent Potential exposure to disease
organisms by aerosol effect.
And above all, don't drop

it. At

f,170

a throw

You

don't want a hairline crack.
Accoutrements include a

zippered bug, cleaning
brush and instructions.
Treatment capacitY of
is well within
the realms of possibilitY. A
larger stirrup-pumP version
is available for base camP
80,000 litres

needs.
On some Points the First

Need PWP (€50, a25g)
actually outdoes the

Katadyn. The First Need
compiises a pumP, PurifYing cartridge and an 'oPtional' pre-filter. Cross out
optional, since the Pre-filter
is essential to extend the life
of the purifying cartridge,
so safe-guarding against inadvertant clogging.
With 10 microns retention, the pre-filter will sift

out most gunk

before

reaching the cartridge. The

unit is-backwashable

and

cheap (€5).

Three functions work
similtaneously. Microfiltration with 0.4 microns retention, extracts the usual
bugs, while absorbtion
materials (they don't state
what) is integrated intothe
micromatrix, getting rid of a
vast range of chemical contaminants such as Pesticides, chlorine, iodine, hydrocarbons, and
Page 28

others,

Filter strAw, basic and fairly ffictiue but time consuming.

along with all odours and
tastes.

Further,

electrostatic

charges remove colloidal
and other ultra-small Particles, binding them to the

all nasty bugs are sealed
inside the purifying cartridge, which is then rePla-

ced when the flow rate
drops to an unaccePtable
level.

'The manufacturers in the States
claim it will filter radioactive
fallout to some degree'
The manufacturers in the

matrix without affecting the
pass-through of water.

States claim

any potentially
dous exposure to

or drop, which may break
the structured matrix. If
you suspect that it's broken, hold it up to your ear

Though only treating 400
litres before self-clogging,
the First Need eliminates
hazarmicro-

organisn'rs. This is because

it will remove

radioactive fallout.

Again, don't let

Survival Weaponry and Techniques

it

freeze

and shake it gently; if
movement is heaid chuck
away pronto.

it

A water repellant bag
completes the ensemble.
Pumping it can be quite
stiff, and the little rubber
stoppers on the inlet and
outlet tubing get mislaid in
three seconds flat. Definitely a very good filter though.
All well and good; Enter
Sod's Law, that's if it plays
true to form, and you find
yourself without a proPer
filter, then for such emergencies use the Zero B
(tto,8og).
Based on a crystal iodine
filter, it is claimed to remove 100 per cent of all

Please mention Survival Weaponry

The ciailian aersion
PWP, the Traaellers

of

Will.

the

)

water-borne bacteria and
viruses.

Strain murky water
through a rug before bunging it into the Zero B or it'll
clog too quickly. ]ust don't
sit on it inadvertently as

I did, the plastic cracks
easily.

Finally the Survival Straw

(f,6, 209) with its slightly
flexible body (not as flexible
as the makers claim

-

bend

it too far and it kinks) is
useful for emergencies and
for reaching awkwardly

trapped water such as in
rock crevaces. Based on a
particle filter, iodine, and
the ubiquitious activated
carbon, water is sucked up,

clarified and sterilized for

immediate

consumption.
The carbon filter blocks be-

fore the iodine is

ex-

hausted, eliminating the
risk of drinking contaminated water. Yellow iodine
discoloration on

it

should

not worry you as its performance is not affected.
With a capacity of 20-40

litres, sucking up turbid
water is hard graft.
Here then is an overview,

ly, exercise cuation and
you'Il be fine. So long as
your 'oppos do the same!

in no particular order, of
the filters that come into

question. Bear in mind that
non of the filters reviewed

Sharing water in the heat of

the moment is standard,
just don't pass on the bugs!

here are designed for desalination. Choose careful-
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, , , WITH BRHI(AWAY SARWVAL SCHOOL

GET AWAY FNOM
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The aim of the Breakaway Survival School is simply to teach Survival
and emphasise team-work. lt is not a glorified camping exercise - it
:.ri::,'tu: teaches how to become dependent on one's skills and resources
,.,",i;,i awoy from the trappings of society. lt teaches an intense awareness
6f your surroundings. Your survival depends on it. You will be taught
::,i":.:- how to improvise weapons, trap rabbits, pheasants and fish, which
,i,it you will then pppare and cook, and finally eat. You learn how to exist
,,,i,,;,i:L on the plant lifd that nature has provided. You will discover how to
,,,,,, make a shelter that will protect you from the elements. You will learn
will learn all of these things
,,,,,:i how to navigate over difficult terrain. You
because, if you don't, you won't eat or sleep.
liii:::iiili::
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Weekends in the

Brecon Beacons.
lndividuals and
organised groups
welcome.
Also
llountain Safety

Join me, Mick'Ginge'Tyler on a
survival course in the Brecon
Beacons. I willteach you all the

Ring (0432)2671197 or send an SAE to
M|CKWLER,lT Hugh Thomas Avenue
Holmer, Herelord HR4 gRB

for details ol the experience ol a Iifetime.

I

Weekend Gourses

aspects ol survival, and then

r

Learn basic skills of
survival under first
class, qualified
instruction.

allow you to practise these skills

)

I

DO IT!

People who wantto
BREAMWAY!

to become more self-supporting.
So don't iust think about it,

Please lorward me more details on
Survival Courses

Tel. No.
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A

classic: the Vickers

MH machiru gun.

A S MOST long term
A readers will know, I
I lhave written a regu-

lar firearms column in the
magazine since its incep-

de'acs

The start of a new series
now, with the need for gun
dealers to turn a profit on
concentrating on the attractions of virtually
unsaleable stock,
this industry has really
deactivated weapons.
taken off.
This month Peter Moore examines
But why would anyone want
the Vickers Mkl HMG
a gun that will not.fire?

tion. There has always been
a strong interest amongst
SWAT readers in this type
of weaponry.
I have always found this
a little paradoxical as from
my research the majority of
readers do not own
firearms. The average surviNonetheless the fascina- on loosely): deactivated
valist seems to favour the tion for military firearms firearms.
shotgun; this in the main is remains. Despite the new
Readers of SWAT have
probably due to the easier legislation of self loading probably seen these deactilegislation of smooth bores rifles a new type of weapon vated (de'ac) weapons
and the versatility of the is now available to every- advertised. There has alweaPons.
one (I use the word weap- ways been a small trade in
Page 30

in the past (mainly

old bolt action rifles) but

SurvivalWeaponry and

Techniques

There is the fascination of

owning a real (albeit nonoperational) weapon, say
sub_machine

a

gun_.

However, to the serious
collector or student of
firearms development and

history, the chance

to

amass a group of weapons

from various stages in

Please mention SurvivalWeaponry

historical and mechanical
development is highly
attractive. There is also the
area of investment, though

obviously not

every

weapon will command a
high price.
The first thing I would
like to stress is the legal
nature of owning such a
piece of equipment. Mechanically the weapons have
been modified so they can-

I
fl

not fire, though they will
strip and function up to a

point. However, as they-are
in essence weapons they
must be treated as such and
cannot be simply hauled
around the streets. As
much tact and understandi.g must be employed
when using a de'ac as a real
firearm.

Secondly every

de'ac

should come with a deacti-

vation certificate. Each

r
t
I
1

weapon is checked out by
the proof houses and the
weapon type, number,
calibre, barrel length etc are
detailed. The deactivation
certificate states that the
weapon has been modified
to conform with Section 8 of
the Firearms Amendment
Act (1988) and rendered incapable of discharging any
shot, bullet or missile.
The certificate should be
treated like an FAC
(Firearms Certificate) and
kept with the gun at all
times. Should you consider
buying a de'ac and be offered one without a certificate, refuse it.
There are many'weapons
to choose from should you
decide to collect. I decided
to start off this series with a
classic gun and one which
will command a good price

in later years: the

Ahhough deactiaated the mechanics function. Here the lock can be seen.

.303'

Vickers Mk1 machine gun.
I

The Vickers is instantly
recognisable and is
accepted as being one of the

'f

most reliable and rugged
heavy machine guns ever,
produced. In fact it is reck-' Itft
oned that even today when

;

side of receiau showing fussee spring couer, dial sight mount and grips.

I

used in a support/indirect scribe the gun but calibre- Adopted by Great Britain
fire role no other current wise it uses the .303" Mk8z in 1912 as iheir principle
GPMG type $,eapon c.rn ball cartridge. However, heavy machine gun, [he
touch it for reliability and due to the gun's non-, Vickers tales it; design
performance_.
comp_romising construction from the original Maxim
The term _heavy machine it allows large volumes with the toggle locking sysgun is.a little-paradoxical - of accurate fire to be tem. Extemally the- gun
'heavy'would certainly de- delivered.
went through few modifica-

I
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tions until its replacement
in the sixties by the GPMG.
The gun I'had was of

Australiin

manufacture

(Lithgow arsenal) in near
mint-mndition with all the
metal work showing over
90 per cent of its o-riginal
Page 31

black or paint finish. It
came out of its Packaging
liberally smeared in Protec-

tive grease so be warned do not unPack it on the
front room carPet.
The gun is siill caPable of
being Field stripped whi-qh
atlows the more technicallY
inclined to see how it
works. It is not the intention of this article to give a

thorough and comPlete
account of the gun's

mechanism, as this can be
learned from books, such as
Smatt Arms of the World'

The gun comes with its
Mk4 tripod which allows

precise mechanical eleva-

iion and traversing

of
InterestinglY
enough, even with the-gun

the weaPon.

full witn water

weighing

401b it is still outweighed bY

the tripod at 501b. The tri-

pod, like the gun, is

a

beautiful Piece of engineer-

ing. With fullY

adjustable

legs and geared twin screw

elevation mechanism, it

allowed the precise firing of
the Vickers at both short
and long range.

The gun comes with

!

i

t{
I

a

dial sight bracket as standard. Extras include dial
sight, condensor can and
hose, flash hider and 250
round canvas and brass

belt. When accomPanied bY
all its extras the Vickers is

an impressive

looking

weapon.

It's a big beast but a true
piece of modern firearms
history. To attest to the
reliability of the gun I refer
you to' Pistols, Rifles and
Machine Guns bY Major W.
G. B. Allen. This concerns
ten Vickers guns used bY
the 100th Machine Gun
Company at The Somme,
August 24, 1916.
The 100th had to suPPort
an attack with fire on an

It

was

and enough water

and

area 2,000yd awaY.

essential fo neutralise the
area for 12 hours to Prevent
the enemy crossing it.
The ten guns were set uP
ammunition was stocked in
the position. This incidentlY
took all the men from two
infantry companies just to
bring in the consumables.

Miior Allen writes: "Of

1,000,000 rounds all but one

t-

belt were fired during the

d

expenditure was roughly as
follows. Average rounds
per gun: 100,000. Average

I
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12 hours. The ammunition

rounds per gun per hour:
8,300. The best gun fired a
total of:120,000 (40 belts or
10,000 rounds per hour)."

There were no major
breakdowns and the figure
of 8,300 per hour included
time out taken to reload
guns and belts, replenish
water and cure stoppages.
The average life of a barrel
in these sustained fire conditions was 1,0,000 rounds
so over 100 barrels were
used in the 12 hours.
I woud like to see a
GPMG do that without falling to pieces!
I should like to thank Mr
Paul Varley of Ryton Arms

for the kind loan of

the

)

t

Vickers gun. Ryton Arms
have a vast range of deacti-

1

vated weapons.

Calibre: .303'
Operation: principle recoil with gas
assisted muzzle
Gun weight: 33lb (without water)
40lb (with water)
Tripod weight: 54lb
Overall length: 43"

Y

)
)

{
e

Further information: Ryton Arms Ltd, PO Box 7,
Retford, Noffs DN22 7XH,

Barrel length: 28.4"
Feed: 250 round canvas belt

Sights: Front blade, rear leaf graduated
from 0:2,900yd, fixed battle a00yd.
Cycle rate: 450-550rpm

Velocity: 24a0fps
Price: f,395 plus f,L5 carriage

0777 860222.
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For your FREE copy of our new olstom knife catalogue
send a large S.A.E. to
Raven Armoury, Belmont House, Newport, Essex CB11 3RF
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in archery equipntent,
bandforyed. hnlua, xtords, banle axes and afinour.
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We are pleased to announce the release of our new range
of custom knives.
Eadr knife is individually handcrafted from a choice of
materials to the highest standards.
Commission work regularly undertaken so customers'
design specifications are welcome.

High quatty hunting and working knives a speciality.
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Alrforye 6 showtoom

is now open weekends 9am to Sprn.

Raven Armoury,
Handleys Farm, Dunmow Rd, Thaxted, Essex

IMPROVISED WEAPONS OF THE

AMERICAN UNDERGROUND - [12
All the information contained in this
book was compiled frorn actual publica'
tions of various Ameriean para'military

POOn MAN'S JAMES BOND Yol. L - fr25is now in use
Intended originaly for the political

organizations.

It

completelY exPlains how to make

Lett, the "Poor Man's James Bond"

practical paramilitary knowledgecol-

Uy tf,, Civilluthorities. 1t embodies all the
It a Reader's Digest of
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Protect to
urvlve

Illustrations by,
Martin Sawkins

A guide to shelter construction
by Kenn Griffiths
WhT,',ffi^T#

some may doubt this in
friends and colleagues!
Whether we are serving
forces personnel or 'civies'
we have developed the
skills of survival in a parti-

cular environment. We
have learnt to protect

ourselves using our knowledge and in general terms,
as long as nothing happens

to disturb this equilibrium,
we will carry on surviving
in a confident way. Once
this equilibrium is upset
though, then we have to
rely upon the unique human ability to quickly develop new skills.
Some people adapt remarkably efficiently while
others wither and all too
often die. Obviously knowledge has the effect of building confidence, and if we A simple shelter can be quickly erected to start the basis of a camp.
can get the knowledge be- injury and this has to be ry a personal first aid kit, are in possession of an up
fore the event then we may addressed. First aid is yet the majority of civilians to date certificate. I would
have the edge we need to taught to forces personnel I have had the fortune of strongly urge those of you
who are interested in surviwln.
val to enrole on a recogThe chances are any sur'Instead of relieving the pain the
nised course as soon as
vival encounter will have
possible and thereafter to
come about because of
ointment acted like an acid causing
make
the effort to keep
some form of misadvenhis skin to blister'
your knowledge up to date.
ture, either physically or
A good first aid kit does
environmentally. In any
being involved with have not need to be large. As a
event the first step will be to as part of their individual
protect. Initially this protec- training. Unfortunately always managed to come minimum I would suggest
you carry the following: cottion has to be co-ordinated, civilians have to pay for equipped.
their training. Having said
I am also aware that the tonwool; several large
or, 7f you like 'prioritised'.
In the majority of cases this I am aware that very Mountain Leader Training squares of lint; a variety of
there will be some form of few military personnel car- Board insist their members plasters; 'Moleskin' plasand Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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Legrt-ttt fiwde fi'rrrrr Ioqs ant! styliitqs,

ters; safety

{1

structure of this size takes

Some

building.

Pir"rs; Savlotr

creatrl anc-l PoL;rssiutn

PCr-

mangattate.

This list is l:Y' n0 me,lns
exhausiirre and a lnorc useful orrc catr bc ,-lcviscd rvitir
indi'n'idual exPerience,
'fhe contenLs shclulcl be
checkecl regularlY ancl t'eplenished whe'n necessar)''
This r1-rcr1r' seem obviotis
but I can recail at lc"rst one
occasion r,vheri this uias troi.
done.

A

collcague sr:roothed

cream clnto a

i

stratnerl
shoulder rnuscle' T'he rrintment had heerr in his kit for
some cctnsidcrabie timel and
hitherto had ntrt bcen useci'
Insteaci of relit'virtg the

oain it

aCtcc'i

iikt' all

;r':id

iat,sing hrs skin to hlistcr '
So sore w'as this he tooiishl,v
covered his shoulders in

cold

'rorater

from a

irearbv

stream. Ttie unfreated rt'ater penetrateci iire t1'rmagetl
tissue and rvithin a t-{a'i he
was suffering fro'm 'l very
nasty case of infection'

Luckily \ /e wcre near
Prna ?6

tt.r

Gntht:r the bttsic materials'
assistance and he was evacuated to a medical station'

if vou have no first aid

kno#ledge, then get-s-ome!
And remtmber the following basic rules:
1.'keep the casualtY alive.'
2. Stof the harmful conditiein frorn getting worse'

3. Aid eventual recovery'
4. Relieve suffering.

Military Personnel

After the initial shock and
the administering of first
aid there will be a need to
regain your senses and to
plln your next move' There
witt be a need to Protect
from the environment'

Survival WeaPonrY and Techniques

maY.

have the-added Problem of

having to go to ground in
an effort to evade caPture'
In anv event the need to
oroteit vourself from the
Llements will have to be
considered.

Regaining Your senses af-
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ter a disaster will not

without saying that in the
equatorial regions of the
world the most likely danweather is calm. On a bad ger will be from the heat,
day with winds of 80 miles either by sun stroke, heat
an hour driving rain, sleet exhaustion or prickly heat.
or snow into your face, the Protection in these regions
chance of finding a moment will be in the form of large
to consider the problem roomy sheltering which
rationally will be slim.
allows the free movement
To gain control of the of air.
situation you need to gain
control of yourself. In good
weather you will have the
be

easy. It will be difficult even
on a good day when the

opportunity to sit and organise your thoughts, but this
luxury is an exception
rather than a rule. It would
be more usual for you to
have to find immediate
cover.

In the first

instance

worth lowering

it is

your
height. Even stooping-witt
reduce the power of the
wind and if you turn your
back you may breathe more
easily.

Look around, it may be
there is some natural shelter nearby, at the very least,
a depression. Who knows,
this may be the beginning
of your future home. It goes

material and the length of
time you are likely to stay.

thing to remember is that

This can be added to later as
time and experience dictate.

higher than the floor level
allowing a soak below.
Many moorlands have
outcrops of rocks usually of
millstone grit. On occasions

The type of terrain will
.
give you a good indication
of the style of shelter you
use or construct. In moun-

night drops drastically. Any
shelter here will need to be
adaptable allowing shade
and ventilation during the
duy and closeness a4d
warmth during the night.
The shelters you use or
construct will be determined by the prevalent weather conditions, the type of
terrain, the availability of

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

erosion.

Limestone areas can always be relied upon to offer

tainous areas rock will be

your main building material. Start by building a
wind break wall, plugging
the gaps with moss or
lichen as you go.
Moorland areas offer little
in the way of substantial
building materials here you

may well be forced

these outcrops have undercut features which may well
provide the basis of a com-

fortable shelter; keeping in
mind of course the undercuts are due to wind

'Bat droppings dry to a dust.
Once inhaled they can cause
serious blood disorders'

In hot sun drenched deserts the temperature at

generally these areas retain

In the first instance a a lot of water especially
makeshift shelter is all where there is a iayer of
you're likely to manage. peat. Construct your bed

to

scrape out a shallow trench,

covering it with earth
blocks and heather. One
October 1990

the survivor a ready built
shelter by way of cave and
pothole. These natural features are in the main the
result of water which over
the centuries has carrred
tunnels and caves. The obvious hazard is one of
flooding.
A lesser known one is the
problem encountered in dry
caves. In certain areas of the

world bats use the caves
extensively. Their droppings lie thick on the floor
Page 37

and dry to a dust. As you
move through the cave dust

rises and once inhaled can

cause a very dangerous
blood disorder.

Caves are also the homes
of animals and insects some
of which maybe dangerous.
The forests and jungles of
the world offer an abund-

ance of shelter building
materials. Here again the
type and position will be
determined by the particular hazards encountered. A
rule of thumb in these areas
is to build the shelter away
from swamp and still water
features. Build a bed slightly off the floor, and surround the area with a ring
of ash from the fire. This
will lessen the risk of insect
infestation.
The temptation may be to
build a shelter in the trees.

Abandon this idea as the
constant movement may
well cause motion sickness.
Remember also to look
above your chosen site.
Many a sturdy shelter has
been reduced to ruins becuase of dead and decayed vegetation falling from
above. Not to mention the
host of insects which also
drop in.

Llse whst you can, here suraiaalists make use of a piece of

The siting of snow shelters are equally subject to
hazards from above. Not
only the possibility of avalanche but the more usual
problem of heavy snow fall.
Snow holes are particu-during

larly

dangerous

wrinkly tin.

heavy snow. These well insulated shelters need a constant supply of fresh air. It's
normal practice to include
ventilation holes. The problem is that as the snow

falls these quickly become
blocked.

The well protected occupants being unaware of the

problem, may well die of
asphyxia

With all shelters make
sure you keep them well
ventilated, and if you have
had to dig, then take the

SNOW CAVE

SNOW HOLE

From here may be
dug from inside

Ventilation

<

From here may bet
dug from inside

Cold air trough

I
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Dept 5G, FieeposT (BR3ZO), 20 St Witfred's Green, Haitsham, Sussex BN27 1BR. Tel: O323 844869

DPM CAMOUFLAGE

OR

OUVE

DPM TROPICAL SHIRT

The MA8 and MA5 RUCKSACKS have exacrlv
the same fealures and both ate available in
camouflaoe or olive. Although the MA 8 has
20 litres eitra caoacity, and as such is the very
laroest of our rubksacks. Both rucksacks are
t.ufv Drolessional and reature manv exlras
found onlv in units costinq more than iwice
rhe Drice. Water runs off the waterDroofed
caEioullaoed material which is PU lined tor
added oro-tection. The top flap has an
elasticited edqe with a ziD closure pocket.
The inner sack-has a quick release drawcord.

Genuine
issue extra
light-

weight
cammo
shirt ideal

for

summer
wear.

OTHER FEATURES:
t Double skinned base companment with
two wav zio closure
* Two de;p !ide pockes, one with locking
security zlP
* olive drabwebbino straDs
* Black quick adjustalle 'lddderlock' buckles
* Padded back Danel
* Two base strdps for retaining tent or
sleeoino roll etc
* Padited-should straos for real comlort
* Too and bonom heiqht adiusters with
mdlti-oositional quidk release link strap

MorL

f16.95

US VIETNAM BOOTS
Bound to sell out fast! Olive green or
black! Nylon webbing on sides. Rubber
sole and black leather uppers.
--'--J suBylvoR

vEsr

(DE LUXE SHOOTING WAISTCOATI

I9pocl(ets-7intrrnll

NEW! DPM SURVTVOR SLEEPING BAG

#Iii*,ld+f+*li1;r#*trf'l'H'ii','
filling, 100% nylon outer.

Hi+.so

oliVe

Superb quality vest/waistcoat with pockets all over the
placel Suitable tor practical shotgunners, hunlers,

backpackers, tishermen, walkers, field larget shoolers,
photographers etc. Conon and poryester mixed fibre.
Fully lined with inrernal pockets, zrp fronted tastener
etc.
Sizesl small, medium, Iarge, X-large. lPlease state
chest sizd. Olive drab.

r

f19.50

DPM cAMoUFLAGE r3e.s5
GI ALICE WEB PACK
Alice M16 lvlag/grenade pouches with
US eouipment belt and padded yoke
assembfv. Fullv adiustable to lit most
sizes the3e are'gen'uine military issue.
Suitable lor carrying shotgun or airgun
ammo, survival kit, snares, food etc.
Bound to sell out as usual. Canvas/
nylon olive drab material.

f24.95
DPM UTILITY VEST
This is the besl quality operations vesu
waistcoaton the market. Fully lined notio
be confused with cheaper versions ! Made
from British Army cottom, model DPM
cammo,4 SA80 mag, double chest
pouches, 1 shoulder pocket, 2 large Iower
ut;lity cargo pockets, 1 extra large rear
bellows popcket for clothes, extra kit etc.
Press studs on all pockets, heavy-duty
nylon zip front drawstring waist, lower
waistband strap adjuster. M, L, XL.

US OLIVE T.SHIRT
100o/o cotton, budoet orices,
'
{sizes: M, L, XL).
A REAL SUMMER BARGAINI

HYPOCKET CHEST WEBBING
The oerlect Urban Warfare Chest Riq, using two single
sASb mao oouches Dlus two NJA obuchea. The
Hvpockeicbmes with short yoke that is rully adiustable
end lixed to the harnes at anv level around the torso,
With centre ziD and Fastex bickles, the whole rig is
discarded insiantlv if Decessary and is infinitely
variable, deDendiirg on srze and clothing bulk The
HvDocket can break dowD and be incorporatecl as extra
ca'pacity on the Hippo system. (Worn as a waistcoat).
DPM or olive.

Only f5.99 each! OR
f9.99 for a pack of 2
US ARMY POLYCOTTON T.SHIRT
Black eaole emblem and surround on

f7.99

Whole set f42.50
STOP PRESS! ... JUST CO]UIE IN!

GERMAN BIVI TENT

With Doles and peqs, two capes button together, packed
into two pouchris tht fit onto belt! Cotton 6' x 4'.
Used Grade

Standard version (unlinedl
De-luxe version (lully lined)

olive T-sEin, (sizes: S, lM, L, XL).

NEW! DPM CAMOUFLAGE NORWEGIAN SHIRT
100% cotton, fleece lined, zipped collar,
long sleeved with elasticated cuffs, loop
oile to aid heal retention. Collar can be
worn open or zipped (as polo-neck). This
world famous qarment gives realthermal
warmth and has been unofficially
adopted by the Royal Marines. ln the
opinion of many experts one of the best
items of kit ever devised. (Can also be
worn as an over oarment).
Olive or black] chesl sizes: 32" - 46"

@@-wffi

1

DOG TAGS

f 19.95

f49'95
f 54.95

lUcwl Atto tvoit.bt. in brrr. finirht.

Vietnamese war subdued identity tags with two adiustable chains.
New, unmarked and ready for personalised engraving. Also
available in black or brass finish.

Silver or brass

f3.50

f 17.95

Black f4.50

.

DPM camouflage, chest sizes: 32" -,16"

fl9.95
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Ventilation

SNOW TRENCH
digging implement in with
you, keeping it by your

IGLOO

side. By doing this you may

well have the chance of
getting out in the event of
collapse.

Often overlooked is the
need to mark your shelter
clearly. Obviously military
personnel during hostilities

may not wish to be

Wind break

de-

tected. However,

they
should make every effort to
mark their whereabouts at
all other times. I have heard

of an incident during a

NATO exercise in Norway
where a Volvo Snow Cat
was mistakenly driven over
a snow hole. The unsuspecting occupants were
asleep at the time and sus-

Radius of 4'
per two men
Ventilation

tained appalling

injuries
from the vehicle's tracks.

Shelter construction

is

hard work and even in the
coldest environs you sweat.
Those of you who have
built shelters, especially in
snow, will know just how
much of an understatement

that really is. When the
work stops your body is
encased

Cold air trough

in a layer of warm

water, trapped by your clothing. The problem is that it
doesn't stay warm long and
as your body temperature
reduces so the dampness
has the effect of quickly
drawing away any generated heat.
Unless you do something
to stop this you will eventually lapse into a coma and
die as a result of hypother-

mia. This condition

is

caused as a result of signals

cooled, returning

blood

causes the body to react bY

protecting the most vital

organs. Reducing the blood
to the extremeties keePs it

warmer longer and consequently protects the inner
core. The problem is that
the lack of blood has the
effect of allowing the skin to
cool in larger areas, so the

being carried from the
body's extremeties to the blood is further restricted.
inner core. The rapidly This process continues until
Page 40

only the inner core is supplied and still further until
nothing is supplied.
When cooling of the extremeties is noticed there is
a tendency to try to warm
them by rubbing. This false

heat caused by friction

actually damages tissue.
The lack of blood allows
this damage to go unnoticed and untreated. A better

is to exercise. Merely movirg finger, toes, feet and
pulling funny faces will

have the desired

effect.

Simply, to do this requires
muscles and they in turn
require blood. Taking your
footwear off and treating

your feet

to a

massage/

periodically will save you
from frostbite and the possibility of losing your toes!

way of tackling the problem
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NEEDTOKNOW?
Then request your FREE CEP VIDEO CATALOGIIE now.
Numerous nnigue instnrctional videos produced by the world's
orperts are available on such specialist topics as:

,SURVIVAL'

Terorist Weapons, Explosives, Electronic Surveillance,

Improvised Firearms Silencers, Surreptitious Entry Techniques,
Special Forces Self-Defence Methods,
US Elite Unit Operations, and more!
As used by Military and Police units worldwide.
Strictly over 18s only. Discounts to Military and police persormel.
Write or phone today for yorx free catalognre or send Sg.S0 for
our samplervideo showing exciting extracts from our
best-selling films:

Mike Connor,
Birndngham 842

?0 Kingndovtrn

Avenue, Great Batz,

lNf, England. Telephone:

021-358 0028.

Dealer enguiries welcome - AJI tapes VHS PAt format.

r$AIIT,S

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO

SELF.DEFENCE

THE IJ.K.'E TOP UNARMED-COMBAT TAPE
Presented by
Professor George Wilson
6th Degree Black Belt
2 hours 20 minutes of
no-nonsense street-effective
taEtics to put you in control!
f26.95 plus f2 post and
packing. (Overseas orders
please add a further tZlor
postagel.
Please send me........coFy/copies
of the video SURVIVAL (VHS ONLY}
I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for
8................ made payabte to EASTMAN EDUCATIONAL
OR please debit my credit card:

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

SPECTALOFFERS

ACCESS VISA AMEX

British Army Jungle Survival Knives
with leather sheath
Unissued stock - 842-gs
British Army 56 NBC Gas Masks without filters
VGC, supplied with canvas bag. Few only

OINERS

Hear,ry duty blade, supplied

Name:

Address:

Grade I -EIO.5O

Postage per order L2.25

-

..................

List 2Op stamp

........Post Code:
WTHII'|24 H0URS

FILMS USUALIY DESPATCHED

URGENT qnDEnS 0902 73t685 - USE yoUR CREDTT CARD.

I'I'- G. FR'\RY
3 PRINCESSANNE TERRACE

SEND TO: Eastman Educational (Department l,
96-98 Cannock Road, The Scotlands, Wolverhampton WV10 OAE.

LODDON, NOriFOLI( NRI 4 6LL

MILITARY ADVENTURE
BARTEC 4, Watercombe Lane, Lynx West Trading Estate

Yeovil, Somerset BA20 2HR.

MILITARY CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

NBG SUIT HOLDER
No more problems of where
to put it. Willtake NBC suit,
boots, gloves and inners plus
poncho. Side compression
straps reduce the bulk to a
minimum and stabilise the
load. Wrap around zip with
long zip pullers allow the user
to open the pack when used

STRETCH BREATHABTE GTOVES

as a bum+oll/whilst worn on
58 webbing. 4 attachment
rings, can be worn below or
above kidney pouches {58
patt.). 2'D' rings for side restraining straps (suggested Ring Attachment)
t0 stop bounce. Will also fit PICE and can be used in FIBUA roles. Use
as butt pack through belt or as Med pack down leg, fits as side pouch

for bergan, can be used in most roles as a multifixing pouch. Size 7"x
7"x l9" before compression.

fl9.95

fr

w

Designed primarily as a waterproof but breathable glove liner that
keeps the hands warm and dry. Can be worn on their own as a

AUSSlE BIVIIENT
Lightweight Bivi style tent in ripstop P6ia nylon with silicone coating
making it the smallest and lightest tent available. Packs down into its
own pouch whh velcro seal to fit into the top pocket oi a combat smock
. . , Can be suspended in seconds with bungees at the six eyeletted
points or using the 15 suspension loops in box tape ribbon. Size lo,ft by
6fl approx. Can sleep up to 2 persons or I with bergan and full kit, plus
room to c00k at one opaned end. Velcro closed in at both ends {tent
form| so no windy or wet legs. Packs into the zip compartment in the
MAI Belt pad when the padding is removed. Weight l l oz, olive.

.

f36.95
SEWING KIT

MAl

Handy sized sewing kit with
scissors, olive and black thread,
needles, safety pins and large
combat buttons. Comes complete
in small olive web holder.

Also known as welloes, they are knee
high stretch breathable socksrhat keep
the feet dry and warm in all weather
conditions and allow the f00t to breath
but stop water coming in. ldeal for use
with the Training shoe, as material is very
supple and thin but remarkably strong/ripproof. Worn over the sock and with flat
welded seams will cause no blisters/
cannot be detected once worn. Knee high
web band with vslcro closure secures the
socks kom sliding down. Stretch size 7 to
11. 0live green, Packs small, lightweight.

f3.95

FOR FREE C ATA LOGUE SEND MEDIUM SIZED S.A.E. NOW!

TELEPHONE ORDERS ON (09351 20006
and Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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T AUNCHING a new
I breed of hunting,
and survival
,-lfield

knives, Whitby & Co were
kind enough to send me the
new SK 608 6in btaded field
knife to review. Made from

AISI 420 stainless

steel

hardened to

RC55-57, this
knife, retailing at about €95,
is an excellent examPle of
the knife-maker's art.
The blade is a full 6in of
razor sharp, hollow ground
steel, with a very effective
21/zin

long offset tooth saw

back, while linen micarta
scales, brass riveted to the
full tang, make a comfort.
able handle.

The sheath is also extremely well made in toP quality black hide and has four
unusual features. The first,
and most interesting, is the
unique stud fastener that

actually locks the sheath
onto the knife, allowing it
to be carried uPside down
on webbing extremelY securely. This stud is backed

up by an 'around

the

hindle' strap. The next feature is on the back of the
sheath where a webbing
strap, with Velcro fastenlng,- covers a sharPening
stone. Unlike most sheath

I
I

I
''1
;

mounted stones, this one is
sensibly large enough and
can be lifted out of its recess
in the leather (where it is
held by two elastic straPs)
for effective use. The Velcro
webbing strap can also helP
secure the sheath to webbing etc.
The third feature is hidden in the texturised nYlon
pouch on the front of the
iheath and is a very useful
multi-bladed Swiss ArmY
knife. This
type pocket
-a
boasts Zt/zin main blade, a
TYzin blade, can oPener,
bottle oPener, screwdriver,

snike ind the

The Explorer and the SK 608.

essential

c'orksc.e*, and is altogether
a very useful comPanion to
the main knife.
The last feature is a large
D ring at the base of the

sheath, which, at TVzin
wide facilitates attaching
the sheath to webbing
when it is not holding the

fohn Fenna examines the SK 608 and the
Explorer survival knives

leg tie cord.
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Of course the sheath has
a belt loop large enough to

fit over a military width
webbing belt and holds the
knife very securely.

effectiae sato baci designi.

green wood, and as the
teeth are no wider than the
back of the blade at Yain
there was some binding in

Rear of the 608 scabbard show-

However, the pocket knife
does rattle slightly in the
pouch.
During the testing of this
knife it coped very well in
cutting all sorts of wood,
from seasoned oak and teak
to green ash, rope, paper
(edge on), flesh (not mine game preparation), as well
as cutting turf with barely
any blunting. A little work
with the stone supplied and
it was once again shaving
sharp. The saw back proved
to be one of the few I have
come across that proved
almost as effective as the
one on my Mauser knife,
cutting very well through
most woods. However, it
does tend to clog up on soft

irrg

proved good at splitting
logs, light hammering,
rasping, hole drilling,

wet wood.
As it weighs only l1.oz
and is slightly handle
heavy, the knife, naturally
enough, did not prove too

well adapted for

remoaeable sharpening

stone.

slashing etc, as well as just
normal cutting.
The Micarta handle, with
its classic 'bird's beak' shaping, proved very comfortable and gave a secure grip
under almost all conditions,
but tended to squirm in the
hand under the soap test
when I took a palm full of
detergent before cutting,
chopping and sawing with
the knife. The shaping of
the steel bolster may not
look terribly effective as a
guard, but in use it proved
that it works very well and
is comfortable and very
stylish. Even the patented
stud fastener is positioned
so that it is clear of your
hand while you work.
All in all a very useful

heavy

chopping, although it performed quite adequately for
its design. Very strong, it

knife, and with its sand
blasted blade, grey/black
micarta brass rivets and

lanyard hole, a very attractive one as well.
My own feeling about the
pocket knife, always a useful adjunct to a survival
knife, is that it should be
carried separately from

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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knifc

in

its

Szcriss

Arnry strlle
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your main blade, otherwise
it the sheath is torn off,
both knives will be lost' I
would personallY carrY the
pocket knife attached to mY
clothing (a lanyard ring is
attached) while the sheath
is either on my belt or
attached to my rucksack,
even inside it for transPortation when not needed im-

mediately. The sheath
oouch could be used for

larrying a small survival kit
or wound dressing.
Retailing at around f95,
the 608 field knife is made
in Italy and the sole UK
importers and distributors
are VVhitby A Ca, Tlrc Old
Fire Station, AYnatn Rosd,
Kendal, Cumbria LAg 7DE,
who can supplY a list of
retailers if you have difficul-

ty in finding this

very

attractive knife.

ra-tHE

EXPLORER

i,

a

I 7in bladed hollow'
I. handled knife ancl is

model of the new
the top
survival knives
of
range
which comPrise five knives
priced from L30 to f60.
' Mud" of AISI 420 stainless steel, hardened to
RC55-57, the ExPlorer 698
has a 7in hollow ground
blade with an effective 3Vztn

saw back and a

13/+in

serrated cliP. The hollow
handle is mide of moulded
black ABS Plastic with a

brass pulverising caP ?"q
contairis a small survival
kit.
The black hide sheath is
strongly made and has . a
large sharPening -stone rn
the pouch on the front and
a leg tie cord fastened to the

botiom of the

sheath'

Strongly stitched and ri-
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YOU CAN BUILD A FANTASTIC POWER.PACKED BODY IN ONLY

TE WEEXS.

New! Fastest way to build muscles and strength
without weights or apparatus ever. Just 20 minutes
daily in the privacy of your home will develop an
amazing physique.

Scientificatty Proven
MUSOLE DYNAMIOS is a new bodybuitding system
based on principals developed after years of
exhaustive research at the University of British
Columbia in Canada and at Florida State lJniversity in
the u.s.A. lt is a total exercise programme invotving
the very latest scientific breakthroughs in the fietd of
health and muscular development. lt is the fastest,
most effective way to build muscles that there is.
MUSOLE DYNAMI)S is safe to use and wiil quickry
build solid muscle and if need be, reduce fat on
anyone.

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DAYS GUARANTEED
I,SER REPORTS CONFIRM SUCCESS:

"l've just completed your 2 week foundalion course and I look and feel great. Everyday I feel stronger and the
results are beginning to show as l've received several comments from frieirds who after seeing the ch,-ange in me
want to get MUSCLE DYNAMTCS themselves.,,
R.H., London, England

'As soon as I got the course I stafted to develop muscles. l've tried tnditionat weight training methods before
but never had resulb like this."
C.A.S., Los Angeles, U.S.A.
your
"l'm amazed at
caurse, I am cunently on yeek 7" !'ve made tenific improvemeng and l,m not even on
advanced training yet. My family and friends a;e utterty amazed.at my new'physique.,;

.

_ _ _ :T1 1T

1.R., London, England

:f I'I1T:'1yry1'loI :1T _ _ _ _ >+ .

Yes! I want to build muscles fast. Please rush me your FREE information pack.
Name

Address

MUSCLE DYNAMICS (SWT), P.O. BOX 40, GATESHEAD NE8 1PD
(A stamp for reply appreciated)
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veted, the sheath has

a

wide belt loop and a simple
'wrap around the handle'
securing strap. This fits
above the widest part of the
knife handle and holds it
well so the blade cannot sliP
up out of the sheath when
the strap is fastened.
Normally I am no great
fan of hollow plastic handles on survival knives, hav-

uncomfortable for
Ionged work.

Pro-

The brass cap on the end
of the 5in handle screws in

watertight seal, making for dry storage of anY
contents, and contains a
small compass. Hammering
with the brass cap is very
effective, but not terribly

with

a

it out. Make
up your own survival kit
straightened

and use that instead.
The blade is the best Part
of the knife, being very
sharp and staying that waY
for most of the arduous test

fruit/tomatoes' proved to be
good on gristle and roPe as

well, while the wood saw
back proved very effective.

Unlikb most saw

back

knives, this one has offset
teeth wich proved capable
which involved cutting sea- of cutting most wood fairlY
soned wood such as oak, as well, although green wood
well as corrugated iron, did clog the teeth, and wet
good for the comPass/ rope etc, all of which the wood did occasionally jam
which rapidly developed an knife coped with very well. on the sides of the blade.
Although I am not norair bubble. The guard is a After the test a bit of work
generallY
them
i^g found
over fond of plastic
mally
suPPlied,
too weak to take the pound- flattened S shape with a with the stone
handled knives, the
hollow
ing received in normal us698 would apPear
Explorer
age. However, this would
and has proved
strong
quite
the
to
not seem to apply
of serious
capable
perfectly
Explorer 698, which has
which I
my
testing
in
use
stood up well to all manner
me.
surprised
to
admit
have
of normal treatment during
broken
I
have
now
Before
this test, chopping, cutting,
caP
plastic handled knives
slashing, log splitting, hole
within the first minutes of
boring, hammering, draw
starting the tests.
knifing etc, with no adverse
Retailing at around f53,
effect. The lYzin (approx)
knife would seem to
this
tang seems able to take the
good value for moneY
good
offer
as
was
edge
pressure, and as the walls hole in each arm, which can and the
of the better hollow
as
one
new.
as
a
to
knife
of the handle are much help lashing the
knives around,
I
handled
handled
plastic
Being.
thicker than I have Pre- poli, thrusiinto the hollow
most field tasks.
for
be
suitable
viously come across, they hu.rdl", to make a sPear. expected the knife to
the
but
heavy
Inside the hollo# handle very blade
appear much stronger than
those on cheaper hollow comes a survival kit, most brass butt caP is also a
of which is worse than use- counterweight and the
plastic handled knives.
The grip afforded by the less. The scalpel blade is knife is fairly well balanced
Made by Fox in ltaly, the
five deep grooves in the fine, as are the three fish just behind the- gu11{ .with
698 is imported bY
Without
Explorer
in'
strewed
ihe
cap
plastic is not bad, although hoois, line, one lead
tNhitby €t Co, The Olf Fire
lrhin
about
is
it
balance
the
under the soap test the weight and needle, but the
Station, Aynam Road, Kendal,
knife turned easily in my matihes are of the untre- forward of the guard'
in
Cumbria, who can supply a
palrn, and when dty I ated kitchen type, and the The serrated . clip
soft
list
of retailers.
'for
cutting
found the grooves a little wire ,u* ,.rupied when I tended

'Flavirg a plastic handle I
expected the knife to be blade
heavy but the brass butt
acts as a counterweight'

I
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Geared for the
Great 0utdoors

even on a prolonged trip.
Even if soaked by u heavy
shower, you could be dry
before the clouds are over
the horizon.
Cut comfortably loose,
unlike so many activity
trousers, you have almost
unlimited freedom of movement. A pleated front gives
room to move and two deep
plunge pockets at the front,
one with a hidden zipped
security pocket, double fabric seat, a zipped back pocket, a high cut narrow
Waistband and a zipped fly,
complete the features.
Although not intended
for wear while wrestling
with barbed wire and blackthorn bushes, the fabric is
quite hard wearing and will
suit most activities, keeping
you comfortable in all but
the worst of our summer
weather.
It would seem to me the
fli weights will be sought
out by those who want
good looking, good quality
outdoor clothing that is at
home in the city as well as
in the wilds.
The fli weights are avail-

examines some
of the latest
Sutcliffe Farrar

kit
WAS recently sent a

pair of

'Casterway'
trousers and a'Kanaka'
shirt from Sutcliffe Farrar of
Hebden Bridge, for review
purposes, and these clearly
show how outdoor clothing
can be good looking as well
as effective.

Sutcliffe Farrar, for those

who do not know, are a
Yorkshire firm who have
been producing quality clothing for nearly 100 years.
Most of their range is of the

classic style in tweed,
moleskin, courduroy etc,

aimed at the hunting,

shooting, fishing inarket.
The new fli weight range
in polycotton is aimed more
at the lightweight hiker

scious performance

conclo-

thing for their chosen activity. The range includes
trousers, breeks, body warmers, shirts (long and short
sleeve), jackets, trousers
and salopettes, and
although I assume all these
are up to the standard of
those I have seen and used,
I will only report on items I
have personally tested: the
long sleeved shirt and the
trousers.

this fabric dries fast. If
washed at night these
clothes will be ready to
wear by morning, s0 no
need for too many 'spares'

lohn Fenna

who wants fashion

cotton, and naturally share
performance,
being wind and water resistant. When it comes to
washing, whether by
machine or by hand, nothing could be easier and

the same

I will start with the shirt.
Made in a pleasant mustard
yellow with slate grey trim
(cuff lining, pocket top, but-

The

Sutclffi Farrar Fliweight shirt and trousers.

ton band and collar stand),
the shirt has an extra long
back which stops it pulling
out during violent activity,
a half length button front
and traditional button cuffs.
There is a single open topped pocket on the left
breast.

Pulling the shirt on I
found it offered excellent

freedom of movement,
combined with total com-

fort. When you consider it
weighs next to nothing

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement

able

large size), is almost
completely windproof and
(71,o2

in

sizes:

Trousers: Mens 28in-42in
Ladies 24in-34in

very water resistant, it Shirts:
S-XL
makes some windshirts
Retailing at around

look silly.
Although pocket space is
almost non-existent, and
some may find the sleeves a
little on the generous side
widthwise, I feel this shirt is
an excellent addition to any
outdoor wardrobe.
The trousers team well
with the shirt in a similar
lightweight low bulk poly-

October 1990

f35
for the trousers and f19 for
the shirt, they represent
value for money.

Full details of the full
range and of stockists, con-

tact: Sutclffi Farrar,

Banks

Field Mills,

Mytholmroyd,
Hebden Bridge, Halifax HX7
SLT.
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TATURAL fabrics

dom of movement.
Atl the pockets are large
enough to hold OS maPs,
although I would not recommend carrying small
items in the lower Pockets
as the flaps are not fastenable and iather shallow for

are

N iffi;g'ti:'Jl}',:?

clothing, with wool, cotton
and silk featuring in some

very well designed and

very functional garments.
'Grlen issues' are of

secure carriage of valuables.

worldwide importance, and

what could be more

The chest pocket, however,can carry i large amount of

en-

vironmentally friendlY than
wearing 100 per cent natural fibre clothing?

kit, including medium

Most wool shirts available today are of a traditio-

nal design - button front,
collar, cuffs and two breast
nockets and colne in a

are loose enough

irariety of garish lumberjack
tartans. But not the 'Woodland Stalker' from Sutcliffe

stylish and Practical

garment for almost anY out-

be

ish of the slipover is very

Here modern stYling,

abTe,

to

pushed back to Your elbow
when you get warm.
The construction and fin-

Farrar.

manufacture and traditional
fabric have been Put
together to create a comfort-

size

binoculars. The deeP collar
can be pulled uP to keep
your neck warm, or with
ihe neck open, folded low
for ventilation, while the
elasticated cuffs, while tight
enough to cut out draughts,

good, but a cord lock on the
hem drawcord would be an
advantage, as I find it trickY

The Sutcliffe Farrar SliPoaer.

large, flapped lower Pockchest
etsJ a d""p pleated
-a
pocket with
Press-stud

door pusuit. StYled as a
pullover smock tYPe gar' ilosed flap; a short stud
hent, the sliPover features closed neck opening; a deeP
a drawstring hem; two collar and elasticated cuffs.

Made from a

medium
weight cloth, the 'sliPover'
can-be worn over a T-shirt
or as an overshirt on toP of
more layers, and is cut generously- to give good free-

Wi.g bows at the hiP with
cold hands.

This useful shirt comes in
khaki drab colour

a pleasant

and is also available

in

a

cotton moleskin fabric.

Commando

Skills
The Ultimate

Adventure
Tel: 0752 509735
The nersonnel involved are
Royal Marine Commando
""""-ri""ced
i"Jti".tots. Sp6cialists in Arctic and

Jungle environments.
We have a highlY trained and.
motivated instructional training^team,

L"."ri"s first class instruction' Our

courses"are informative, and are
enhanced bY toP quafitY
e&;;tiations. We bring-You some
the finest instructions oh the
international scene.

of

['or full details of our published courses
and equipment lists, please contact:

Commando Skills
Office: 10 Park Street, Stoke Plymouth, Devon'
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PRODUGT REVIEW
RECENTLY I had the
chance to sample some
Arktis military - webbing

ARffiIS

products, and their innoval
tive design and styles more
than impressed me.
I suppose the gear I used
could be broken down into

two

sections: the PLCE
(Personal Load Carrying
Equipment) which could be
considered an alternative to
kit, and a series of chest
type rigs.
First let's look at the
PLCE. Like most modern
webbing it can be broken
down into its four component assemblies of belt,
58

IUILITARY WEBBING
Peter Moore samples some

innovative designs

yo\e, magazine pouches
,rg cargo pouih/pack.

Arktis offer two belt styles:
? heavy drop belt made
from 50mm cotton webbine
closed by u roll pin buckle]
and the composite belt.
The latter is much more
of a load bearing body belt
and is made from i0mm
closed cell foam with a Cor-

dura outer.

It is

100mm

wide and features a Fastex
buckle. An unusual feature
is the series of loops stiched

to the outside allowing the
fitting of Alice webbin[ via
the clips.
The yoke is a one piece
unit made from heavy duty
terylene mesh, with shouider straps and back support
made from closed cell foam
padding covered in Cordura. Front straps are fully

adjustable and the shoulder
pa_ds feature-

D rings. The

yoke attaches to the-belt via
twin loops. The rear of the
unit features both loops and

attachment straps for vaequipmenf stowage.
The ammo pouches- are
again made from Cordura
and have full length flaps
dosed by Velcro sirips and
outer Fastex clips. Generously _cut, they will accept
three 30 round' .223in..ugizine (SA80 or M16) or tilro
2A round 7.62 magazines,
SLR or similar.
A deep loop allows belt
attachment and the top of
the pouch has a fittea D
rio11s

three ammo and two cargo pouches.

ring to match up with the
front straps. Press studs at

the edges allow the
to be linked

pouches

together. Plastic loops are
fitted at the top and Eottom
edges of the pouch to allow

pouches, can be linked
together via press studs.
With a large mounting loop
the full flap is closed by an
adjustable Fastex clip. The
beauty here is thit the
pouches can be worn and
fitted according to need.

them to be pulled to the
rear as with the 58 pouches.
As opposed to a large
pack or kidney pouches
Arktis have produced a rear

There are also numerous
small pouches to hold field
dressings, knives and com-

that, like the

webbing.

passes. These, with their
pouch set consisting of wide belt loops, can fit
three large utility pouches almost anywhere on the

and Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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The PLCE can be set up

to give the user a rig that
conforms to his individual
needs, with the ability of
fitting such items as Alice
pouches if desired. Furthermore, with the size

of the mounting

loops
separate items can be fitted to existing webbing
equipment.
Now comes my favourite:
chest rigs. Ever iince seeing
tlr-e _ea,rly Chinese typu
Ak 47 chest pouches I have
Page 49

PRODUCT REVIEW
always liked the concePt of
front mounted ammo stowage. It puts the rounds
where they are easilY to
hand and further allows the
user to operate more efficiently in vehicles and helicooters.

Arktis offer three

tYPes.

features five
The 45 pattern
-pouches

with the
ammo
storage ability for 3xSA80
or 2xSLR magazines Per

pouch. With a full fl1P,
ilosure is by Velcro onlY.

The body of the rig features-

a flap, allowing

storage ot

maps or similar equiPment

inside. Made from Cordura
the load is suPPorted bY
two padded and adjustable
cross straps, as well as a
waist strap with a Fastex
clip.
Tfre +Z pattern is exactlY
the same design but with
three frontal rifle Pouches
and larger left and right
cargo pouches. These allow
the carriage of other items
and negate the need for a
small pack for short range

patrolling. The

P45 features

fiae ammo

Pouches.

side

pouches also make ideal
ammo carrlers for either

belted GPMC ammo

or

grenades.
-

The final chest fitment is
what I would term a gunners' apron. It is in essence
a three cell chest unit that
attaches to the D rings on
the yoke. It has no cross
straps, just press stud looPs
to allow attachment to the

D rings, with a stabilising
body belt. It is intended to
be used by LSW (light

support weapon) gunners
to augment their ammo
supply).

It- will fit any modern
webbing yoke sYstem that
features D rings on the
shoulder straPs. It is an
ideal clip-on extra

ammo

system.
-

A11 the equiPment I
looked at is made from Cordura in either DPM or olive
green finish. Area's
padded with closed

are

cell

foam where required.
Generally sPeaking I was

I
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Front aiew of webbing.

most impressed with the
design and the qualitY of
the Arktis items.

I was surprised bY the
price of the items when

compared to many US im-

ports. For instance the five
cell 45 chest rig in green
cost just €30.95 in th UK.
An extra couple of quid is

added on should You want
DPM finish. Getting an effi-

cient and qualitY made
piece of equiPment - for

under €33 is excePtionai'
I would heartilY recommend the Arktis range of
webbing to any service Per-

son who requires
quality,

Survival WeaPon rY and Tech niques

good
purPose designed

military equipment. I would
also suggest that You get a
of their catalogue to
copy
-their
comPlete range of
see
equipment.

Arktis Outdoor Products, 3
Brookside lndustrial Units,
Venny Bridge, Exeter EX4
SJIV , 0392 653L5.
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HOW I BECAME A MILLIONAIRE IN
3 YEARS STARTING WITH NOTHING
and I'll show you how to do it too!
When you send me a cheque or money
order for t12.95 (includes postage and
packaging) I willsend you my complete 2
volume programme entitled THE
MILLIONAIRE MAKER. This is not some
phoney "get rich quick" scheme of the

My name is John Scott. Just five years

ago I was broke, living in a cramped
rented one bedroom flat with my wife
and two young children and driving a
rusty old Ford. My salary as an accounts
clerk was not enough to survive on and I
was sliding into debt. I remember the

embarrassment

type commonly available. You will be
overjoyed with what you receive, in fact if

of having to borrow

money from my father-in-law just to pay
the gas bill and buy some groceries. I felt
like a total failure.

you don't think it's the best investment you've ever made and worth at
least one hundred times what you

Nowadays I have enough money to buy
anything I want. I own a fantastic six

will promptly send you back a full

paid for it, return it within 30 days and

refund

bedroom'luxury mansion. I drive a
Porsche 911 Cabriolet (! also have a

take three overseas holidays each year

we've just recently returned from

-

a

superb 2 weeks in Japan.

approach me seeking advice. lt was at
this point that I decided to write a complete programme on how anyone can
copy my success.

So how come my drastic change

in
fortunes? Well, five years ago, through a

casual acquaintance and quite by

chance, I was lucky enough to meet and
become close friends with a forty two
year old self made multi millionaire.
He shared with me his most closely
guarded business secrets and taught me

a complete and proven step-by-step
system for making big money. By follow-

ing his advice I was able to become a
millionaire within three years.
I am now rny own boss and I no longer
worry about money. I'm free to choose
which days I work and which days I play.
I work less than half as many hours now
than I did when I was on a payroll yet I
earn more in one day than I used to in
one month. Some days I decide to work,
some days it's nice just to relax and do
other things (l'm currently taking flying
lessons two mornings a week).

Nearly everybody has the potentialto be
rich. What they lack is a proven step-bystep system. I was lucky enough to be
given such a system, l've improved on it
and now I'm prepared to make it available to you.

You don't have to quit your job to staft
using my programme. Obviously you will

want to test it before committing
yourself. I will show you how to get
started in your spare time spending just a
few hours each week during the even-

ings or at weekends in the comfoft of
your home. No capital investment is
required. Within weeks you will already
be earning more money than with your
regular job. Don't think for one minute
that you can't do it - l'll prove you can.
You can do exactly as I did.

Does allthis sound too good to be true?
don't blame you if your sceptical. I would
have been if lohad seen this advertisement five years ago. I make you the
I

Some time ago a friend of mine, aware of

my success, asked me how he could
make a lot of money working for himself.
I began to outline the system that I had

since improved upon to show how he
could do the same as me. As he started
to become rich, so word got around and

people I didn't even know started to

no questions asked! I don't

want one penny of your money if your not
going to benefit from my programme.

vintage Jaguar and a new Volvo estate

for family use). My family and I usually

-

I

following promise - The business
secrets I will give you are exactly
those that I myself have used every
day over the last few years to make
well over a million pounds.

You may ask why I'm willing to reveal to
you all my insider secrets that will lead to
your becoming as wealthy as ! am. Well,
simply because your success is in no
way any threat to my success and all

those who order my material will be
helping to increase my own wealth. But

if I make a
profit so long as I show you how to

then why should you care
achieve financial success?

THE MILLIONAIRE MAKER is a complete step-by-step blueprint for becoming a millionaire. Loaded with invaluable
business secrets it is clearly and precisely written in plain English. You will
enjoy reading it and it works!
What you do now is up to you. I offer a
full money back guarantee so if I'm
wrong allyou've wasted is a few minutes
and a postage stamp. But what if l'm
right? Send the coupon to my publisher
today and one month from now you
will be well on your way to getting rich. I
promise it!

SWORN STATEMENT:

;'l certify that Mr. Scott has a net
worth in excess of one million

pounds."

Miranda Thomas

- Accountant.

>+
td

a
h)

l've got nothing to lose. Please send meTHE MtLLlOifNnE MAKEB. lunderstand that if l'm not 100% satisfied with what lreceive I
may-raurn it within 30 days lor a full retund - no questions askedl On that basis I enclose cheque/Po for C12.95 made payable to
GOAL.REACH MAIL ORDER LTD.

rf
3

Postcode

IS,

8

{4

24 hr ACCESSA/ISA Hotline O624-8r';g 813
GOAL-REACH MAIL ORDER LTD., P.O. BOX 222, DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN

ry

Allow 14 days for delivery.
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TIIREE PIECE MESS TIN SET

LEADTNG GOVERNMENT SURPLUS RETAILERS

NEW! BDR Exclusives:
"WEEK.END WARRIOR"
5-MEAL RATION PACKS

fl 2.50

)i9'ilil?'H*t?-ilJ,il, f9.99

NEWI Dehydrated Civilian Heat-in-the-Bag
MAIN UEnf (10 menus)........... ....--f2.10
"" f5'9s
z+-Hn PACKS (3

menus)

For details of this produd and the htndreds of
others illustrated in ow new catalogrue filt oul and
send the couPon below to:

GENUINE BRITISH ISSUE 24.HR RATIONS
ARCTIC (4 menus), G.S. (4 menus)............... f6'90

us oNE MEAL M.R.E. RAT|0NS

(12 menus)

PACKS
CASE OF 12 ASSORTED

f3.75

INDIVIDUAL

.

f36.(}(l

All items subject to availabilitY

f2

P&P per order
No catalogues currently available

7 TEVILLE GATE
WORTHING, SUSSEX
(0e03) 3e658

Please send me youf fully illustrated catalognre'

"""""""

Name
Address

Postcode

- --------

- --:------

j J

TT'S ROUGH,I
IT'S TOUGH
RECHARGEABLE
TORCHES

IT'S SEA RAIIIERS

Discooer the cooert
asorld of the SBS, and
join the rnock oPerations
SEATRAIDERS
and Sutruioal quests on
the Dorset Coast.
Survival courses arranged for individuals, groups or
management teams. Test your initiative, motivation
and leadership qualities. Bring out unknown inner
resources and feel fulfilled, satisfied and have fun!
\(Ie are now taking bookings for 5-day, 2-day and
1- day "All-Action" courses.
Could You?

*

Up to 8 hours continuous light

output (dePending on model

*
*
*
*
*

Searchlightbeam uPto % mile
Recharges off mains or any
vehicle supply
Economical
- maY be
recharged uP to 3,000 times
Halogen bulbs fitted as
standard
N1000 bulb available which
gives output equivalent
to Dragon/Path finder

*
*

*

*

Lightweight, waterProof,
durable
Already adopted by Ministry
of Defence, H M Coastguard,
Mountain Rescue Teams,
Securior, Police, fire and other
emergency service
Recipient of government
sponsored "Green Product
rePlaces
Award"
- one X-cell
21/ztons of conventional drY
batterY
Nato Coded

* Launch a canoe at sea. * Cross country covertly.
* Swim to reccea beach. * Live offthe land.
* Night landing on beach. * Work night, sleep day.
* Diimantle a canoe at night. * Keep warm, dry & fed.

Of course you could
All courses run by ex-member of SBS who personally
supervises all operations with a team of instructors.

NITEGH

Unit 26, Brunel Road, Churchfields Trading Estate
St Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex TN38 gRT
Telephon e: \04241852788. Fax: (0424) 851008
Made in UK
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ADVENTURE SURVIVAL.
GET YOUR TEAM TOGETHER
For

full details and course itineraries:

Phone: (0433) 579016
HydroQuest flouse, 25 Little Platt,
Park Barn, Guildford, SurreY GU2 6JU
Please mention Survival WeaPonry

PRODUGT REVIEW
LIGHT is an innportant consideration in a survival
situation and there are various torches available for
this need. Obviously light
in the field needs to be
fairly low tech due to the
supply situation. However

if survival means search
and rescue then a fair
amount of backup equip-

X.CELL TORCHES
FROM NITECH

ment can be expected.

Nitech, an East Sussex

based company produce

a

high tech torch that would
seem well suited to many
situations. The torch, called
the X Cell, is rechargeable
and powered by u replaceable nickel cadmium battery

unit.
Recharging can be accom-

plished from two sources:
either standard mains or by
means of a vehicle circuit

through such outlets

as

cigarette lighter sockets.
But first let us look at the
torch itself. The main body

is made from high impait

plastic in olive

green,

although other colours are
available. It features an integral top mounted carrying

handle plus a metal stand
that allows the torch to be
placed on the floor and the
beam to be aimed. An angle
of movement of over 90'
can be achieved.

Incorporated into the car-

rying handle is a nylon
shoulCer sling.

The power switch is located in front of the grip
and features two ON and

two OFF positions.

The

lens/bulb assembly can be

swiftly pulled from

the

main body to facilitate both
bulb replacement and focus

adjustment. This second
function is achieved by
screwing the bulb holder in

or out to give a different
light beam.

Aboae: Rechargeable 800H on
adjustable stand.
Right: Torch in carry position
- note the compact size.
and Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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Th.e nickel

cadmium

(nicad) battery is unusual
when compared to other
torches incorporating this
power system in that it can
be easily removed. It also
features twin jacks for the
twd aformentioned charging systems.
The rear left of the body
is closed off by a rubber
grommet. Pulling this aside
ieveals one of the two jacks.

Nitech supply two leads: a
black, twin pole (figure of 8)
for mains supply and a low
voltage charging lead (red,
single pole).

As there is onlY one

ac-

cess hole the whole battery

must be turned through

180' to allow access for the
correct system Plug. This is
removsimply
-theachieved by

brow band. Reminiscent of
a miners' lamp it would
advised that the units are seem ideal for pot holing,
simply topped uP as theY rescue or night shooting. "
Powered by four lVz volt
are used.
The X Cell is a good unit, pen light batteries, held two
neither too big or heavY but per side in plastic boxes, it
with the ability to be Prefo- features a combined ON/
cused and aimed for most OFF adjustable focus sYStem. The torch head is simneeds.
ply rotated to turn it on and
a
lso
was
A second torch
further rotation adjusts the
be
to
designed_
supplied
worn on the head viaLO focus.

hours to initially charge
them, but after that it is

lens and then the
internal connector Plate. In
this manner there is little
chance of mistake in select-

ing

i^g the charging sYstem
required.

Though battery life will
vary there are three models
of nicad power pack available: 2500 H, 550 H and 800
H. A11 require at least L4

3
5
O
I
],

5

plus SAE for f ull catalogue of all Battle Orders- jrnes
3t b o u r n

e

Ro a

d'

9RT.

survival<o;:'"?::x'r"'"'r1g:sustarting

at

o

,rr,ro Survival: Weekend of skills for the ne\Mcomer'
5 dav Basic: Th" ;;;tto*prehet tive in the country'
nUr6iting: Weekend of the-A-Z of this rock sport'

f

amazing lntroductory Price of !ust 839.95 plus
C2.50p& p Also old favourite replica models now in
stocK Winchester Rifle AK47, Nickel- plated Colt45
Automatiq 25 models'detailson request Send fl
Ea

Trading Estate, St Leonardson-Sea, East Sussex TN38

?

O
O
landscenanosf
;UX+3'lTrT",;i"l,tr'rt"YilFJ#:',Hitffi
i -'nir-."olirIl-nurr" uh Ad.rur,."a to updite your skills' O

the latest exclusive full sizE
working action All Metal Replica of the
Beretta 92F is now available from Battle
Orders A totally safe, legal and superb
copy produced as an'All Metal Replica and at the
Exc"Spt that

a

Both torches are available

from: Nitech Ltd, llnit 26
Brunel Road, Churchfields

-

5{I*'1: - what more can we.say?

:11"""?':; ft bT -',-'

is attractive and useful.

o omrMooR suRVIVAL & sAFETY scHoot !
rhe-uf'? !::LiyS 2y:,::!,2*oot a

s's'Th€ American ArmY choose
.r. the BERETTA 92F Pisto-l

E

Though not terriblY Powerful the ability to mount a
light source high uP a1d
use it in a 'hands off' mode

?JiiJ J I'll 3 i 3

a'
,a

I L@ElDEr

...

for LANSKy honed

onrv

".#lfJtiHls:J::li,:iit'#,",berieve
Telephone: (0752)

662407

O

WORD . . .
SHARP'S THE
second to none with only a few m.inutes practice!,

ntaO-_eit

Cutting eOgls

F;;.;;;ri^b tnirLi t6-p""t"irds,Tronitraitblazers to razors, Lansky will put a brand

on them

3

1?:*il:iu?##rtorcr phone: a
O
6 N;;;i.t 5i'*t, Plym;ifi Du sY

For vour FREE

new edge

!

you don,thavetotakeourwordforit-tryoneof thesesharpening kitsforyourself and become
an expert overnight at absolutely no risk.
tools
We give .n un"oniit''o"al g,{.;6ir" tft"t if y.ou do not think these are the best sharpening
sia.t"aiiving to"sicJnieio, *e Wilt reiuna your money- including postage in full!

siniJ d6opre

STONE STANDARD KIT:
3
-a-rugge-A aEi" cairvi"6 ir.Jnouigq thlee special stones, coarse, medium and fine
pf

tooether with quide ioo's i"noirrE ipeiiat Lansky'hone guide. This p^ermits four different
l].'J"i 6t Uljr"I on if'J[niie edge frbm 17" lor a razor sharp edge to 30" for a harder wearing"cutting edge. Price f27.95. Pbst paid (inclVAT).

KIT:
5-Contains,
STONE DELUXE
io ifre kit listed above, two extra stones. The ultra couarse

in aaAition
act iionC witn lii aUility to remove the w-orsl. dam.aged. metal from a.ny edge, and
iri!-i'pi,.-i'drry ii;e ir;u;*-6eramlc_itoni to finally poliJh the edge to mirror smoothUf

ness. Price ega.SO. Post paid (VAT incl).
U.K. DistiiUuto;'i Coi"6 Harness, Dept 155, Haughley, Stowmarket,
Suffotk,lPl4 3NS. Tel: (0t149) 673258
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Please mention Survival WeaPonrY

DOYOU ATTRACTGIRLS?
Now you can! Scientists have isolated and synthesized
a natural female attractant - PHEROMONE. Controlled
experiments show it attracts females and haVe been
widely reported in the press:
o'Pheromone secretions not only attract women,
but repel other males.' * World Medicine.

o'A

N

D

Arvr

male sex pheromone which has a scent that

attracts females.' - fime (Vol. 1 15, No. 2)
o'The scent is likely to produce a state of sexual excitement or arousal.' - Men Only (Vol. 44, No. 4)
o'And now this Pheromone has been marketed, we've
tested it - and good grief, it works.' - Knave (Vol. 1 1).
o 'The stuff attracts women like you would not believe.'
* Colorado Telegraph (30.11.82)
o'lt's something women don't consciously smell, it works in the olfactory nerves. The

woman finds the man attractive but she doesn't know

why.'

Lifestyle 124.11.82l..
SUQCESSFULLY TESTED ON BBC TV's TOMORROWS WORLD'.

CONTACT 18 is a Pheromone-based after-shave. User rcports confirm 3uoo!3s:
'lt really does seem to work! The most dramatic instances have occurred when wearing it
at discos. Girls just drift towards me and start flirting.' D.T. Cardiff.
'l knew CONTACT 18 wasn't a gimmick when one of the girls.at work;'. . quite out of
character, started to seduce me when we were alone in the office.'S.D. Nottingham.
What more proof can be given?A 15 ml bottle of CONTACT 18 costs lessthan a dinnerfor
two and will give 3 months service. Comes with full instructions.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT lOO% DELIGHTED.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0624-661944 (24 hrs)

po Box 414, sr. HELIER, JERSEv, c.l.

I

Pleasesend .. ... . bottle/sof CONTACTl8atE12.95each (inc. p&p). lunderstand lmay
rerurn it within 30 days for a full refund - NO OUESTIONS ASKED!.
On that basis I enclose

f.. ......

cheque/PO.

Allow 14 days for delivery.

L____

ro_BeY14,jLI5!!.11

lExsEy:cjl. __ j

DIRECT MITITARY

SI'PPLIHi (UKI

Why pay high prices for your Military and
Survival Clothing? We offer top quality goods
at unbeatable prices! Check others' prices . . .
then check ours!

Berghaus ROC Bergans DPM or Olive Green
Boot Zips (nylon zip, no rusting, 8, 9, 10 hole)
Cheviot 100% Waterproof DPM PVC suit complete
Lightweight Combat Boots (half the weight!) 6-12
0live Green Shirt
3 Season Sleeping Bag in Olive or DPM with free Stuff Sack f32.00
f15.75 pr
All Leather (current issue) Combat Gloves (Black)
f4.50 ea
DPM or 0live Green scrim neck Scarves (lm sq)
f3.95 pr
0live Green doubte soled allwool Socks
f43.50 ea
Trekka Tent: 1 Man f29.50; 2 Man f36.50; 3 Man
f8.95 ea
Folding Field Shovelwith ripstop case
f8.95 ea
Field Axe with ripstop case/belt attachment
f8.50 ea
GS Field Knife with Sheath/Stone. Good basic
Maglite Combo Pack complete with cordura belt pouch f20.00 ea
f24.50 ea
Maglite: 2 Cellf20.50; 3 Cell f22.00;4 Cell
f28.00 ea
Maglite: 5 Cell f26.00; 6 Cell
f4.95 ea
Maglite 0 Ring belt holder, fits all Cell models
f35.00 ea
Equador 85 litre DPM Bergans
f12.50 pr
Waterproof DPM Boot Tofpers

knife

No Surplus! No Secondhand! Our goods are all Brand New
Now over 75 lines - Priees include VAT and lnsured Postage
7 day despatch for cheque orders
Same day despatch for Access/Visa orders!
Telephone orders/queries on (02491 715574
0ur Golour Brochure costs fl, refundable with your first order
0rder from: Direct Military Supplies (UKl, Unit 7, Pickwick Workshops,
Park Lane, Corsham, Wiltshire SNl3 0HN
THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY. , , ANYWHERE

DON'T DELAY- SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Moke sure you don't miss out on your monthly copy of S.VV.A.T. by completing
one of the two forms below. Either send the subscription form to the oddress
shown with your remittonce of f 15.60, or hond the newsogent order form to
your locol shop so thotyour copy is put oside every month.

r'rlwwj

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

f--.-.----rNome

------t-,-------f

NLgLDE

LpSS_

Pleose order ond hold/deliver o copy of
S.W.A.T. for me every month

Address

__

- ---f

Nome
Address
Postcode
I

wish to commence my subscription with ihe

I

I
I

issue, ond enclose

I Cheqre I

Postol

Order I

Acce.s/Viso

I

LExpires

Signed............

Send to:

S.W.A.T. Subscriptions
89 Eost Hill, Colchester Essex

To the Newsogent:
S.W.A.T. should be ovoiloble from your usuolwholesoler,

I
I

however, in cose of difficulty contoct:
Spotlight Mogozine Distribution Ltd.,
1 Benwell Rood, London N7.

I

Telephon e: O71-7OO 4600

I

I
I

I

COI 2QN

I
I
I

_l
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TAKE THE TUBE
THE TUBE is a grouP survlval shelter. It will hold six to

eight people

comfortablY.
Person
survival bag, designed to be

It's also a L or 2

used in the proPer way sitting up with an aPerture,
adjustable in size, for Your
face.

You can also use it as an

emergency cape simPlY bY

putting it over your head
and pulling the larger entr-

ance sleeve

drawcord

around your waist. It will
then cover you and Your
pack from head to ankle.
David Platten, the designer, explains: "lf You
wint to know how it works,
take a close look at Paragliders - and medieval casfle windows! The Tube uses
similar applications of the
Venturi Principle to create a
self-stabilising effect and to

achieve optimum condensation-minimising ventilation.

"Detachable shock-cord
it
from strategically PIaced,
high-density nylon ring
plites to trees, fences, rocks
itc - and there is a fiveguy-lines let you suPPort

section slimline,

hightensile alloy pole set and
pegs for those occasions

when there aren't

any

trees."

As a tent it holds two

people and gear and has

a

separate exit to the rear. It
can be pitched in a varietY

of configurations - high or
low profile, single or double
froni pole and is suitable for
occasional overnight back-

packing and

marathon

events.

Further information: BiaoY
Bug, BoscarhYn, SYrL Close,
Bodmin.,
St- Kew HighwaY,
Tel:
3ED'
PLso
Cornwall

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Dimensions: (when Pitched),
length 215cm.
Max height: front 100cm;
back 65cm.

Max width: front 120cm;
back 90cm.

Colours: olive/fluorescent Yellow
or blue/flourescent Pink.
in
Fa-bric: 65g,lm2 PU coated nYlon. Accessories: transit sac; 8 Pegs
pole
10mm
sections
5
oee
bas;
seams,
Construction: overlocked
high-density nYlon, anti-twist hif x EI.* length, in Pole bag; 8
ring plates on Pegging/guY shock-cord Euyllines with quick-

Weight: with pegs and
poles 12009.

points, drawcorded
sleeves

0208 84649.
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entrance

with twin cordlocks.

release snaphooks.

Price (incl VAT): f89.50.

Please mention Survival WeaPonrY

FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE
*--"vw-v
O BOOTS O TROUSERS O JACKETS O SLEEPING BAGS O
O BADGES O DOG TAGS O KNIVES O TORCHES O
O SHIRTS O PULLOVERS O TEE.SHIRTS O
O WATER BOTTLES O BELTSO
. . AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
YOU'VE SEEN THE ADS - NOW GET THE BOOKI
WRITE OR PHONE FOR YOUR FREE COPY_TODAY!
PRESENT CUSTOMERS WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE SENT A COPY

ACEVILLE PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
89 EAST HILL
COLCHESTER

TELEPH"J::?#;?l;:I

BRITAIN'S MOST EXCITING SPORT
NOW HAS ITS OWN MONTHLY MAGAZINE
ARE NOWAVAILABLE-SUBSCRIPTION ONE

PAYMENT BY (TICK WHERE APPROPRIATE)

Cheque tr
i

Yt:: ::

Postal

Order tr

::TT:::: :r

::::::i8:',,?S

YEAR-

EI

oNE vEAR suBScRrploNS

12 ISSUES

only

Access n

with'1he

f14.40

I

*Visa

D

EXPIRY

DATE:

Please debit my Access/Visa Ac/No

NAME
ADDRESS
YOU NEED NEVER BE OUTPLAYED AGAIN. PAINTBALL GAMES FROM
and Techniques when replying to any advertisement
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SUI T'N'IIL
. SUMMEB OFFENSIVE 1944, the KTauts
are attacking, reinforcements required.

a

BEALISTIC TRC-1007 40 channel CB.

New pair, l'120 ono. Vansleek

Tommies, Yanks and Krauts write for details
to: - 8. Gambol, 315 Newman Road, Shef
rield 291LW.

Far{oon
distant sound detector, e40. All 3 !1.50 ono.
- F. Mostafa, 7 Westmorland Road, Manchester M20 8SX.

a

O SURVEILLANCE MICBOTBANSMIT-

HISTORY OF The Bhodesian SAS.

450pp with colour photos, t15.95. Payable
to: - Robert Best, 29 Frederick Crescent,
Enlield, l\4iddlesex EN3 7UU.

a

HAND CRAFTED KNlvES. Specialily

hand-forged Damascus blades. Send t1 for
list to: John Mccoll, 35 Green Street, Stonehouse, Lanarkshire, Scotland l\illg 3LW.

a

SWAT MAGAZINES for sale. Volumes
1-5 complete, t50 ono. Tel: Gary on,0322

228173.

C

TERS,telephone recording switches, bleeper trackers, voice operated switches, etc.
Kits or built. Also plans information on sonic
guns, electric shock defence, unorthodox
opening of locks, etc. 2x22p stamps for list.
- ACE, PO Box 55, Cannock, Staffs. Tel:
(0543) 871902 (24 hours).

SWISS ABMV type knives. Thirteen
functions. Excellenl value at t5.50 in P&P.
Lists. Cheques, POs - l. Hodge, Pengelly,
Wadebridge, Cornwall PL27 7LA.

.

CHRIS REEVE Jereboam, Syain blade,

SUFVEILLANCE AND PROTECTION.
Microtransmilters 18.99, kit t4.75. Also
bleeper trackers, telephone recorder switches and transmitters. Plans for anti-personnel
sonic guns, electric fence using 9V battery,
portable 6000V from 9V, etc. SAE for list, or

brasswork, never used. t135 ior this high
quality suruival knife. - Telephone: 0952

phone (0543) 871902 t24hts\. - ACE, Depi
SWAT, 99 Greenheath, Hednesford, Staffs.
Mail Order Only.

a

a

27798, a{ter 6.30pm.

O

inc,uding sheath, complete with custom

597581.

SUBVIVAL QUALITY, freelance photographers. ID cards. credit card size, signature strip. photo space, 12.50. - Write: Noel
Crompton, 11 Queen Annes Road, Bootham, York. Yorkshire YO3 7AA.

a

I will buy your old but servicPrices paid up to 110. Knives
also for saie. Stamp for lists. 2 East Hill, Colchester, Essex

2QL.

a

JIMMY LILE, genuine Rambo knile as
used by Stalone. Never been used or
sharpened. Flare investment. t'1,000.
Maldon (0621) 859545.

-

Tel:

SURVIVAL

TIN

H

a

wire saw, liquid

n

-4i:1 -tn VZ/::
\ffi
VZ-\a;
9v" "JW
--

1",J"*

)

_

lil,edbutton
compass, lishins
k ir. potassi um
permangalatP,

CAMO FACEPAINT, two colour, in plas-

tic tube. Sweatproof, latest issue,

e1.50

-

each inc postage 50+ 90p ea over 500.
Tel: 0283 35616. Ziggys, 350A Rosliston
Road, Stapenhall, Burton-on-Trent, Staifs

DEls

gRO.

US Army mine detectors,

War
f65.00
carry case
t9.99
WW2 British water bottles
f2.50
WW2 Bren Gun cases
f2.50
British spike bayonets
t2.50
Used 58 webbing
POA
French WW2 tin hats
f7.50
WW2 packs and rucksacks P0AMachine Gun repair kits in tin

Stainless steel survival knives with
compass, wire saw and sharpening
f7.99
Black Danish
f12.00
Brown Dutch
t12.00
US Army sleeping
t20.00

stone

para-boots
boots
bags

Ex-Army green trousers 30"-40''

KNIVES:
able knives.
and Militaria
Box No. 13,

co1

a

2nd

a

KNIFE COLLECTION, sheath and survi-

val, !5-e25. Air Arms Camargue air ri{le,
mint, cover, 81320 ono. WH35 Export,
excellent, e85 ono. - Tel: (Scotland) 0505

-

ILASSIFIED DISPLAY minimum 2cms.
Per column centimetre: Single insertion t4.80; 3 series f4.55; 6 series,
14.30; 12 series !3.90.
CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
tZ per 20 words or pad thereof in medium type, E3 per 20 words or part
thereof in bold type. Box number !4 extra.

PEFSONAL AUDIBLE Badiation Alarm.
Lightweight, miniature, Iadialion activated
alarm device, to give immediate warning of
radiactivity. Beltipocket clip. Weighs less
than 8oz. Survivalists will have their own
reasons for possessing this, but you may
not know you are being contaminated at
home, beach, workplace. Send 197 plus t'1
P&P. - Box No. 14, 2 East Hill, Colchester,
Essex CO1' 20L.

NOW YOU CAN
SELL YOUR GOODS
OR SERVICES IN
SWAT FOR ONLY

new
I Function Swiss army knife
Nazi tin hats

as

f5.00
f7.50
t20.00

p&p f2.00 per iten

TvtsA

E

Lances Trading

lir"a'm*KI

Made from a qua'tity wshable fabric, this bag
will hold alt of your wash items and more.
With many inner pockets & pouchel. it @n be
hung up so all items are immdiately & neatly
available for use. An ex@llent & invaluable
item for theadive, outdoor traveller. €18.75
Stringtown Supplies, Freepost (883701,

fl)

St Willreds Green, Hailsham, East
Sussex BN27 1BR. Tel: (ll:lzl) Itl4869

DON'T FORGET TO INCLUDE YOUR ADDRESS AND/OR TELEPHONE NUMBER WITHIN
YOUR ADVEHTISEMENT, OR FOR CONFIDENTIALITY BOX NUMBERS ARE AVAILABLE
AT AN ADDITIONAL T3.OO. THIS COUPON IS FOR PRIVATE ADVERTISERS ONLY. ALL
TRADE ADVERTISERS CALL 0206 861574 FOR RATES.

Enclose cheque, PO's for...........
Please debit my AccessNisa account.

I

!f3,00uf!

tt
-lltI
-lt
lt
_l I
lt
_l

DON'T DELAY
POST THE COUPON TODAY

FPcsr

E

r

lt
_lt
ll

rHrs couPoN'i'0:-

SIJRVIVAI WEAPONRY & IECfIHiSUES

2 EAST I,IttL, COTOHTSTER

tsssEx c01 20t

_lt

lt

I
I
I

L

Tick if Box Number

requjred and include an
additional f3.00.

-lltI
-ll
-J

nmN@N#
GOING GETS TOUGH, , .
PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE
AND PACKING

U.S. ARMY HELMET. The genuine steel helmel in exceltent
Grade 1 condition- Complete with lighlweight inner, strap and
woodland camouflage cover. MO126
f'15.95
U.S. ARMY FRAGMENTATION VEST. The U.S. Flak jacket as
used in Vietnam. Genuine issue in Grade 1 condition complete with
pocket, side lacing and central heavy
-top breast
duty zip. 84155
f39.95
U.S. LENSATIC COMPASS. This is a faithful copv of lhe
compass used in Vielnam designed to put in the first aid/
compass pouch. k folds out into a sighting compass, flat for a
map compass, A strong melal conslruction lanyard looo,
luminous markings and full calibration in mils and degrees,
m6ke this liquid filled compass excellent value for money.
Olive Green. Y8236 New
C13.!i5
GOLOK JUNGLE MACHETE. The Brirish Army machete
manufactured from top quality Birmingham steet. The btade
is 13" long and continues through the strong. riveted wood
handle. Complete with cotori camouflage sheath with belt
loop. Y8158 New
C10.95

U.S. M65 COMBAT JACKET

Renowned for the quality of its construction, the care out into
its design, and simply for its good looks, the American
combat jacket is the best in the *orld. Fullv lined_ its manv
features include a concealed hood, sorm cufis, gom flaooei
press-stud pockets, draw and heavy duty brsss zip.

AAll2cenuineNewoliveDr.b
A4113 Gonuine N.wWoodl.nd Cami
AAl 14 Genuine Nsw Tig., St.ipo

G5O.OO

CE|.OO

f5/t,00

We rlso olter a suporb rcprodudion ot thG M6S in SD*irl
Fores Bl.ck {illudfr6d). h com.s @mplet6 wiih !'black
quihed bufron-in Ardic lining,.nd has alithe futur* of thi

original.
A8111 New.8l.ck
A8110 New. Oliyo
AB1OS New. Woodland

f36.OO
C36,OO

€36.00

AVIATORS SUNGLASSES

Oual;ty sunglasses at a sensible price. Gold kame with orev/
green glass and adjustable ear slems. comes in stbn6,
reinforced case.
W8115 New

f8.95

U.S. ADMIRAL CAP
American design cap in black with braid and eaole moti{.
O_ua_lity-manufaclure

M8115 Now
MBl16 New. Pl.in

in woor. One size, fully adius6ble.

C5,50
C4.94

Blsck

TIGER STRIPE
TROUSERS

SHOOTING VEST

Top quality shooting vest made from lough polycofron whh a
light but warm polyester filling. There are bellow pockets
(expanding to accommodate ammunition and shell arms),
Mo side hand-warming pockets, two breasl pockets and a
small inner pocket. The black version shown is worn bv
S.W.A.T. lspecial Weapons ard Tactics) police units in the
States. Complete with a stout central rip. Specify small,

IVEIV

MAG MOR THE'HIPPOC SYSEM

?HE'HIPPO'
lnitially designed as a 58'webbing body proldor in Ald€.
shot the'HIPPO' is now the head-of the !n uniquely tougr
and versatile waist order system in its own ri;hl n rs-a
cordura pad ergonomically ddsiqned to exclude ai[strain ano
friction kom the hips and waisi area, For serious marci;m
use wilh a 58 belt, or bener still, the cargo beh betwl
-

MM016

A 50mm double

CARGO EELT
_cargo

belt. lt's tought And w.th a

flzs
r,,, -

,astening, quick to get on oroff. MM039
fa35
N.J.A. POUCH
The standard MAG MOR pouch in looz cordura or E r.
nylon. Complete with snowlock and side-release bud,& o
Will fit all standard webbing, and will comfodably take $€ 5g

waterbonle.Size115x90x220.MM017 flolo
N.J.A, PLUS
,
Larger version.of the N.J.A. which wilt ta(e ms r8...
example.Size170x90x220.MM018
e1!50
MAG POUCH
Double ma-gazine pouch willtake four SA80 magai6. Me
in either 10oz cordura or.ballistic nylon, lhe polcr .as r
side and velcro release, and is secure ir an intanEes ,.
slatic mode. The pouch is fiflod wkh a voke t@o or :oo. a-c
will mount onto any sandard webbing. Mlto1g
Fl35
FOR THE FULL RANGE OF MAG MOR EOUIPTET'I.
PIEASE ASK FOR OUB FREE BROCHURE

llVl Battledress

trousers in Tiger
Stripe camouflage.
Bellow pockets on

legs, side and back
pockets. Made from
roubst easy to main-

tain polycotton.

These are ideal for
the field in anv com-

bat situation.

TROUSERS

The trousers are of equally strong construction in polvcotton,
They are designed to wear well, wash easiiy and stai sman.
They feature two large hip pockets, two back pockeis and a
strong brass zip. Complete with ankle ties and large and small
belt loops. Sizes 28"40.
FB35O, Bl.ck, New
f14-9S
FB3l0,Woodl.ndcsmo,Now
f15.95
F8320, Urb.n C.mo, Nry
C15.95

28-40.
FB281

NEW

Sizes

€19.95

FREE
CATALOGUE
GERMAN ARMY
RECONNAISSANCE
BAG

The sleeping bag for

Send a large SAE

those who can't depend
on sleep! Almost totally
waterproof, you can rest
anywhere. and still have

Scni

lor yourcl
fr6 with

ord*

your arms and hands
free. Unzip the central

t

I

section and the bag con-

' L /I

verts

to a snug

c...1.::

!",f sjuy/s'"1n:1 C20.00

parka,

JAl10 Grade

ruLL RANOE Af OIIR SHOPS
10 Central Parade, St Marks Hill,

SEE THE

Surbiton, Surrey.

4 Potters Road, New Barnet,

Hertfordshire.

ADDRESS

.,.,
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CARRYTHE CAN!
It's here, the most talked
about new product in years . .
HOTCAN
A meal in

a can

.

that actually heats itself.

Just open the can, pierce the outer rim and it immediately
starts to warm up/ giving you a delicious cooked meal within

minutes, anywhere anytime.

IUqT IMAGINE No more messing around with
n*,'
p5rtable cookers, no more "making do" with sandwiches on
cold days, no more over priced meals in mediocre cafes. With
HOTCAN you can enjoy tasty food at your convenience.
And there's no pieparation, no mess and no washing up.
HOTCAN is the easiest way ever io eat out.

-

HOTCAN
Is already used by the Army, the Police, the Fire Brigade, the
RNLI, and the AA, Catering Organisations, Construction,

Each pack contains:
Irish Stew, Chicken Casserole, Turkey Curry with
Rice, Pork Sausage and Beans

SPECIAT OFFER

Fishing and Oil Industries. This amazing product has been
taken on mountaineering expeditions, long distance rallies,
sponsored walks and record breaking sea voyages.
From the heights of Everest to the middle of the Atlantic,
HOTCAN has proved itself time and time again.

PACK OFFOUR
HOTCANS
FOR ONLY 89.99

HOTCAN
Has been tested and certificated by the following:

Department of Health,
Laboratory Of The Government Chemist,
Royal Air Force Institute Of Aviation Medicine.

Normal price
[2.99 each

During operations there are no fumes, smoke or
objectionable odours. Other types of self heating meals
very often suffer from these major faults.

Trade Enquiries
Welcome
*Other recipes available
call for details

CUTTHE
COUPON
AND

CARRY
THE CAN

-
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PLEASE RUSH ME A PAEK.OF.FOUR HOTCAXS _ . I
Complete and send this
FOR ON:LY €e.ge+ f,z-r5g., P,, T
coupon with your payment,
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T
and make cheques/postal
T orders payable to:

T AUTO ALLOYS
T (r&D) LrD
T BERRISTOWLANE,
T HILLCOTE, BLACKWELL,
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DERBYSHIRE
DEss sIB
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POSTCODE

TEL: (0773) 813421
Phone us with your credit card for instant despatch
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